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Abstract: 
This project, ”Life Coaching – s Symptom of Modern Individualisation” deals with the concept of life coaching 
according to Sofia Manning.  
The project seeks to illuminate life coaching from different perspectives in order to investigate what might have caused 
the need for this newer phenomenon.  
The project investigates the product of life coaching by giving an account of the meaning of full potential and the 
pathology of self-realisation by using Maslow’s theories. 
Furthermore, we look at the identity construction of modern society, where work-, family- and social life creates what 
can be seen as a “patchwork”-identity. When looking into the before mentioned subjects theorists such as Sennett on 
work life, Keupp on “patchwork”-identity,  Andersen & Mørch as well as Veenhoven and Beck thoughts on 
individualisation are used.  
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Motivation 
In the following project we will focus on the newer phenomenon of life 
coaching in modern Western societies. Our initial interest was the 
concept of individualisation and the effects and risks of what seems to be 
an increasing need for self-fulfilment and self-realisation. This led us to 
the concept of coaching, life coaching in particular. It is of great interest 
to investigate whether life coaching can be seen as a symptom of an 
increasing need for individuals handling a more flexible every-day life, 
where we are faced with more and more choices. These choices and 
complexities, which seem to be one of the most important labels to define 
modern society with, lead to an investigation of the consequences of 
having to choose and create one’s own identity.  
The demands for flexibility in work life, family life and the social sphere 
has increased in modern society due to radical social changes. A person’s 
existence is no longer pre- determined from traditional family patterns. 
The dominant idea of today is figuratively speaking the making of the 
“do-it-yourself biography” (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim, 2002: 3), which 
entails that a person constructs his own identity. 
Construction of identity has changed throughout the last decades, and we 
find it an important matter to discuss identity and its aspect in modern 
society. In this relation we will look at the notion of “patchwork identity” 
and more specific the connection between work life and family life.  
We recognise a tendency in society for people having problems joggling 
between family- and work life. We want to investigate this tendency and 
figure out if this could be a possible reason, among other things, for the 
increasing use of life coaches?  
In order for us to understand life coaching we will have our main focus 
on the work of Manning, one of the leading coaches in Denmark. We will 
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critically look into life coaching as put forward by Manning in her 
publications.  
The coaching industry is very widespread and many different definitions 
of coaching can be found.  
According to the International Coach Federation (ICF), by which   
Manning is certificated, coaching is  
 
“an ongoing professional relationship that helps people 
produce extraordinary results in their lives, careers, 
businesses or organizations. Through the process of 
coaching, clients deepen their learning, improve their 
performance, and enhance their quality of life”1 
  
In short, coaching helps you to convert your existing self into your 
optimal potential.  
Our main point of interest will concern life coaching. A life coach deals 
with personal goal setting for the client and in order for the client to 
accomplish his goals an emphasis is upon exploiting your full potential. 
Life coaching takes its point of departure in the individual and the 
internal potential in order to accomplish one’s goals. This leaves out 
external factors which might play a vital part as well in order for a person 
to reach his goals. This is one of the reasons why we find it relevant to 
discuss life coaching altogether with individualisation and the 
implications hereof. It raises the question whether life coaching attaches 
or detaches the client from external conditions such as family, work and 
the social sphere.  
If identity is constructed through social interaction and the subject’s 
contexts throughout life, then how can a coach place all focus on the 
client and not the context in which the client find himself?  
                                               
1 www.coachfederation.org (retrieved on 19th March, 2009)  
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Life coaching seems to illustrate the need for self-realisation in modern 
societies and it is possible to discuss or illustrate whether or not life 
coaching might create a self-centred individual, free of indulging the 
family and friends when concerning problems.  
 
Since our initial interests for the project were concerned with the effects 
of individualisation, it seems very relevant to investigate the phenomenon 
of life coaching, because it has become such a success in an 
individualised society such as the Danish. Furthermore this project will 
try to elaborate on the connection between the ongoing process of 
individualisation and the increasing use of life coaching. Has the process 
of individualisation initiated a greater search for one’s full potential and 
what does one’s full potential entail?  
 
Research Question 
 What are the implications of individualisation that posit the 
existence of life coaching? 
 
Sub-Questions 
 Why the need for life coaching? 
 Does life coaching detaches the client from external conditions 
such as family, work and the social sphere? 
 What has the process of individualisation brought to the 
construction of modern identity? 
 Is life coaching an expression of the need for self-realisation? 
 What does “one’s full potential” involve and can it be discovered?  
 What complications does the work life entail for the individual in 
late modern society? 
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 How is the notion of “patchwork”-identity related to the modern 
society and the modern individual? 
 Can a process of self-realisation result in a state of pathology?    
 
Theoretical Framework 
The frame for this project is strictly based upon theories. The theories 
used in order to explain, understand and illuminate the impact of 
individualisation upon the individual are mainly found within the field of 
humanistic- and social psychology and sociology.  
The main theoreticians applied are; Abraham Maslow, Richard Sennett, 
Heiner Keupp, Andersen & Mørch, Ruut Veenhoven and Ulrich Beck.  
We found the theory of Abraham Maslow on Human Potential relevant, 
because it illustrates very well the potentials of a self-realised human 
being, which is a cornerstone within the Goal Attainment through life 
coaching. When applying the work life theory of Richard Sennett, we are 
able to illuminate the importance of work life in a self-realisation culture. 
It also provides an overview of the many fast paced changes one 
undergoes in the process of individualisation.  
Since we undergo many changes it will inevitable have an impact on the 
way in which we individually construct our identity, therefore a detailed 
examination of the social-psychological theory by Heiner Keupp on 
Patchwork Identity will be given. 
It is not enough just to have focus upon the individual, since it has to be 
seen in relation to society, therefore we will make use of various theorists 
such as Andersen & Mørch, Veenhoven and Ulrich Beck, who contribute 
to our understanding of the societal changes. 
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Methodology and Theory of Science 
The project illustrates very well that we work within the hermeneutic 
methodological approach. Since the hermeneutic is the theory of 
interpretation and the understanding of the whole through the individual 
parts. This approach is very useful in the way we attempt to explore and 
discuss such a complex and problematic field such as ours. It is inevitable 
not to consider every part in order to gain a more thorough understanding.  
In order to fully grasp and critically assess individualisation, it is 
necessary to point out various segments of this widespread concept. 
Exploitation of these various segments will in turn provide us with an 
even more thorough understanding of the complexities hereof. 
Individualisation is an elusive concept and therefore we found it very 
important to concretise it through a phenomenon strongly associated with 
individualisation, i.e. life coaching. This led us to the explorations of 
coaching in general and furthermore life coaching, since we are able to 
detect various segments of life coaching, which can be viewed as an 
indicator, perhaps symptom of a trend in modern Western societies. 
It is our understanding of the individual segments that have provided us 
with an opportunity to interpret a connection between life coaching and 
individualisation. 
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Delimitations 
This following project portrays individualisation and the consequences 
hereof. Seen in this light we investigate a phenomenon well situated 
within modern Western societies, namely life coaching. 
In order for us to concretise the aspect of life coaching in Danish society, 
we find it relevant to look into Sofia Manning, an important figure in the 
Danish coaching industry. Since coaching in general is an unregulated 
and unlimited industry, we find it crucial to have a recognised point of 
reference in order for us to take a standpoint towards life coaching and 
critically discuss its relation to individualisation. 
Methodologically speaking it could have been an option to conduct 
empirical work in relation to our project field.  
However, we did not find it relevant for several reasons. Firstly, we 
would have encountered methodological difficulties in measuring effects 
and outcomes of life coaching. We would not have been able to make any 
quantitative empirical work, since the effects and outcomes differ 
subjectively and therefore prospective results would be incomparable. 
Secondly, another approach to indulge in empirical work in relation to the 
project could have been a conduction of qualitative interviews with the 
clients of Sofia Manning. We are aware of the fact that it could have been 
fruitful to make qualitative interviews in order to achieve a better 
understanding of the subjectively assessed gains of the clients. Since our 
problem area of the project takes its point of departure in the relation 
between life coaching and individualisation and the consequences hereof. 
The foundation of the project is based upon an exposition of relevant 
theories; in order for us to illuminate the effects that individualisation has 
on the individual and if life coaching can be seen in association with this.  
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We do not find it relevant to give a detailed account of the historical 
process of individualisation, since life coaching is a modern phenomenon, 
it should be seen in correlation to present times. 
 
Dimensions  
In the following project we will aim to cover the dimension of 
Subjectivity & Learning. 
A main focus throughout the project is that of individuality and individual 
subjectivity. The individual is for the most part brought into focus, since 
we in all chapters seek to elucidate the consequences, effects and 
outcomes that individualisation and life coaching can have on the 
individual subjects.  
Moreover the demands we face in a modern individualised society like 
the Danish are subjectively judged and assessed, and consequently there 
is a strong focus upon the individual. However, we will keep in mind that 
no subject can be seen in isolation and therefore we will also bring focus 
upon the context and society in which the subject find himself situated. 
Throughout the project, theories within this field will be presented. We 
will among others take an outset in Abraham Maslow’s theory on self-
actualisation and full potential and also take a look at the theory of 
‘patchwork-identity’ as presented by the German social psychologist 
Heiner Keupp. 
 
Anchoring 
We have anchored this project within the field of Psychology, Work life 
Studies2, Educational Studies, English, Philosophy and Cultural 
Encounters.  
                                               
2 Arbejdslivs-studier  
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Our anchoring within the field of psychology is based upon our use upon 
both Humanistic-and Social Psychology as presented respectively by 
Maslow and Keupp. Furthermore, we clarify the development that the 
single individual undergoes in the individualisation-process and account 
for the possible consequences. 
Another significant part of our project is the thorough exposition of the 
impact of individualisation on our work life. With the help of Richard 
Sennett, we emphasise and discuss some of the modern individuals’ 
greatest challenges within their respective careers. 
Furthermore the project is anchored in English since most of our 
literature has been in English and also the writing of the project.  
The anchoring of philosophy is based upon the thought experiment of the 
consequences and the scenario of self- realisation put to an extreme and 
furthermore the philosophising on the subject, what kind of society 
uttermost self-realisation might provoke? 
At last, we will anchor the project in cultural encounters since we tend to 
investigate the changes that have taken place in the Western society and 
the cultural gaps between generations in e.g. work life. We investigate the 
popular culture of self-realisation.  
 
Semester Theme 
The theme for the spring semester 2009 is Citizenship. Our research does 
not immediately lend itself to this theme, since we do not directly 
approach the matter of citizenship. However, when taking a closer look at 
some of the emphasised notions within this project, there are correlations 
between the overall semester theme and the theories used. This can 
mostly be seen in our discussion of individualisation and the process 
hereof. Basically citizenship denotes membership and/or belonging to a 
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community and how the individual responses to this membership3. 
Especially the latter can be viewed in correlation to our project. We do 
not directly pose answers to how individualisation can affect our sense of 
belonging, but we do clarify how individualisation creates new patterns 
of life and detaches us from traditional ways of living. As a result, 
subjects can become disengaged from feelings of belonging to a 
community and obligations of membership and therefore inevitable also 
citizenship. Thus we see a connection between citizenship and the future 
perspectives of both our findings and individualisation as such. 
 
Linguistic Policy 
Since we are all international students, this project will be written in 
English language. As many sources as possible will be found in English, 
but sources found in other languages will be used if necessary. Our main 
focus is within the Danish society and concerns people living in 
Denmark, as a result many relevant sources will only be available in 
Danish. However, we will make an effort to focus on English material, 
and will make distinct notes of our own translation of Danish terms and 
concepts. Materials written in German will as well be used; quotations 
and concepts will be translated into English to the best of our abilities. 
 
Organization of Time 
As we set out to write this project, we decided to set a timeframe for our 
project work. This was done in order to ensure a helpful starting point and 
set a structure we could all lean on throughout the process. We all signed 
our Project Agreement, in which we decided to meet two times a week. 
We have group-meetings on Tuesdays, which give us time to work during 
                                               
3 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/citizenship (retrieved on 12th May, 2009)  
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the weekends. Tuesday is also the day we have supervisor-meetings. Prior 
to these we will set an agenda, and send new written materials to our 
supervisor. We also have group-meetings on Fridays to sum up our work 
during the preceding week and discuss what should be done for the 
following week. We will divide the workload into individual tasks and 
continuously set deadlines for the finishing of chapters. Our last 
supervisor meeting with Leif Emil Hansen will be on the 12th of May, 
which leaves us with 13 days to finish the project before the deadline on 
the 25th of May. 
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The Notion of the Individual and the Process of Individualisation   
In order to discuss life coaching as a symptom of individualisation, it is 
necessary to understand what the process of individualisation entails as 
well as the reasons behind the individualisation process. The 
individualistic concept of man has changed throughout the history and is 
very different from the post-modern individual. What has changed and 
why? Subsequently, we are going to explain why individualisation 
emerged in the first place. 
The socio-historical explanation for individualisation  
 
“…covers a number of changes in people´s “life-
world,” in particular the shift from group to individual, 
the interest in individual differences, and a focus on the 
inner world of feelings” (Jansz & Drunen, 2004: 12). 
 
It is difficult to say when exactly the notion of the individual was born, 
because historians reflect back to different periods. Some say that it first 
appeared in Ancient Greece or in 1250 with the emergence of private 
property. However, most historians, as well as we, take a point of 
departure from the Renaissance around the 15th century (Jansz & Drunen, 
2004: 13).  
  
An individual has always been shaped by different aspects of society such 
as economy, politics, science, law etc. In the 15th century the individual 
was in close connection to the job and family, but due to changes in 
society, e.g. urbanization, the traditional roots were slowly loosing its 
significance. People were no longer tied to their usual customs, but 
followed the changes brought by society. Apparently the trend shifted 
from a collective towards a more individualistic lifestyle. At first, these 
changes appeared among wealthy people and the societal elite. As seen 
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when e.g. rich people ordering portrays from artists and had their 
personal biographies written down. It is possible to recognize a rapid 
change and development in people´s awareness and self-consciousness 
and that this affected the importance of the church as well as traditions. 
As seen with the emergence of the humanist movements in the 17th 
century which led to a new philosophical approach, that stated that the 
individual is rationally thinking. The philosopher René Descartes said the 
famous words: “cogito ergo sum”4 (1637), which indicates that, “…the 
source of knowledge rested within the mind (ratio) of the individual” 
(Jansz & Drunen, 2004: 16). These new thoughts and understandings of 
the individual in relation to society gradually undermined the religious 
and traditional world-view, and the trend was towards a more individual 
and scientific world. Until the 18th century science and philosophy were 
widely spread across classes and the development of the individual 
continued. For example the French philosopher Rousseau stressed the 
importance of inner feelings and emotions beside rationality. The French 
revolution in 1789 is the first time the free individual enters the 
constitution: a man is born as a free individual with inborn rights. In the 
19th century the development towards individualisation had further 
exaggerated. “Traditional society with its emphasis on the family and the 
village was gradually replaced by a “modern” society that emphasized 
the individual rather than the collective” (Jansz & Drunen, 2004: 18). 
However, there was a need for a more systematic and organized society, 
which could provide its citizens with education, health care as well as 
organized care for elderly people, homeless and disabled people. The 
emergence of social management in the 19th century was dealing with 
exactly the above mentioned issues (Jansz & Drunen, 2004: 12-29).  
                                               
4 I think, therefore I am. 
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It is important to note that in the end of the 18th century and in the 19th 
century, society experienced the Industrial Revolution 17695, which 
according to sociologist Ulrich Beck was the period of the first modernity 
when individualism was more about “being-individual” than “becoming-
individual” as it is in the second modernity. The gap between upper and 
lower class used to be enormous, but in the light of industrialisation it 
slowly began to decrease.  
According to Beck, the first modernity refers to the effects of 
industrialisation for example the turn from manual producing to 
mechanical. The second modernity is connected with the emergence of 
the consumer, knowledge and info- technology. However, in the modern 
society individualization can be understood as institutionalized 
individualism. It “…is a concept which describes a structural, 
sociological transformation of social institutions and the relationship of 
the individual to society (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 2002: 202).  
From above mentioned we can note that the notion of individual has 
changed throughout the individualization process. In the next chapter we 
will explain the shift between being an individual toward obtaining 
individuality. 
 
From Individual to Individuality 
A change has taken place in the way people perceive and practice 
individualism in the Western world today. As a result of this the early 
modern individual can no longer be compared to the late modern 
individual. What triggered this change in people’s development from 
being individuals towards the practice of individuality? According to the 
Danish psychologists Andersen and Mørch, the process of 
                                               
5 Pearlstine in Life. Millenium 100 Events that Changed the World, 1997 : 128 
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individualisation in the 20th - 21st century can be characterized as a shift 
between early modern (stage one) and late modern (stage two), as 
illustrated below in figure 1:  
 
Figure 1. From early modern to late modern individualisation 
 
            Source: Andersen & Mørch, 2005: 271. 
 
In early modern society the process of developing the individual is highly 
emphasised. The first change of individualisation occurs among the 
bourgeoisie, but later it becomes noticeable among the working class as 
well. Societal changes such as the industrialisation, give rise to the 
formation of the individual seeing that the individual is no longer 
subjected to the traditional ties. The educational system also carries a 
significant role in the creation of the individual. The fact that school 
becomes available to everyone regardless of class in the beginning of the 
20th century further increased the growth of individualisation in society. 
The educational policy entails the acquisition of individual competencies 
and enhances personal development. The individual now constitutes a 
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subject not only in his world but in society as well (270). Society 
develops the individual.  
In late modern society individualisation and the creation of the individual 
as a subject, is a reality. The individual becomes the starting point. From 
around the 1970’s, the educational class privileges are no longer 
prominent in the Danish educational system due to the school policies of 
“equality through education and education to all” (271). Everyone, 
regardless of class distinction, is entitled to have the opportunity of 
education and hereby attain individuality. The shift in the educational 
system shed light on the individual rights and leads to a tendency, which 
is spreading in society. Individuality is no longer connected to the process 
of socialisation and the context in which the individual interact, but is 
perceived as a precondition for development (271). One can say that the 
perspective changes from creating individualism through the institutional 
system towards an individual perception of supporting subjectivity, 
meaning personal opinions or feelings.  
 
The Late Modern Individual  
According to Andersen & Mørch, society can be viewed as an arena 
where activities and social interaction take place. Society consists of 
several arenas/spheres. The individual can participate in more than one 
arena, if he possesses the needed skills, knowledge etc, which is a 
prerequisite for taking part in some arenas. Society becomes “an arena 
for self-representation” (262). Individuals represent themselves according 
to the allowed perimeter set forward by society. In this sense an ideal of 
the individual is set up by society. However, it is important to point out 
that the ideal varies from the different arenas/spheres. The individual is 
expected to influence and actively participate in the development of 
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society. “We represent ourselves in everyday life, but everyday life tell us 
what we should present ourselves as” (262). Society demands people to 
be individual as well as having individuality. Individuals are expected to 
contribute to the development of society and also develop individuality. 
However, in modern society individual competencies and qualities are no 
longer seen as the only factors of importance. Physical appearances as 
well as gender roles represent who we are as human beings. Society, in 
particular the labour market, has become a place where we may sell 
ourselves as products or are picked because of our appearances. This 
aspect leads to inequality, marginalisation and differentiation in society, 
seeing that a man is his own architect and therefore responsible of ones 
failure or success (263). Moreover the fact that physical appearance is 
associated with identity and individuality may result in a culture of 
narcissism.  
According to Thomas Ziehe, the late modern individual is confronted 
with a wide variety of options in the everyday life, which might create a 
state of confusion and insecurity that may result in egocentric perspective 
of life. The demand from society about creating individuality puts a 
heavy pressure on the individual. One needs to choose a lifestyle and is 
hold responsible for the consequences (Ziehe, in Andersen et al., 2007: 
539). 
Today people are required; 
 
“(…) not only to think as they go through life, but also to 
think about life. In the past, people could find security in 
believing in authorities. They would live as they were 
told. Today people are expected to be able to rise above 
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the situation, rise above the context, and think about the 
world from a distance” (Andersen & Mørch, 2005: 273).  
 
People are expected to have an overview of their own life, be able to 
interact in different contexts and master the diverse competences needed 
in order do well in life. These qualities are highly valued in society. Even 
in the labour market there is a rising tendency toward using the full 
individual as a resource and by doing so enhances personal development. 
Beck, such as Ziehe shares a similar focus on the modern individual. It is 
up to the late modern individual to define the best way of life. Today the 
life of an individual is “do-it-yourself biography” (Beck & Beck-
Gernsheim, 2002: 3).   
In addition Beck argues that one of the essential reasons as to why the 
individualised life style is practiced in Western countries is because of the 
labour market. He views individualisation as “…a product of the labour 
market and manifests itself in the acquisition, proffering and application 
of a variety of work skills (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 2002: 32). In other 
words the life in modern society is based on capitalism and therefore the 
focus is very much on work life.  
  
The consequences of Individualisation 
In order to investigate why there is a need for life coaching in Western 
societies, we will try to link the consequences of individualisation and the 
quality of life in today’s modern society. 
The Dutch social psychologist Ruut Veenhoven claims that the 
consequences of individualisation are strikingly more evident today than 
ever. However, the opinion about it differs widely. The positive view 
holds that “concurrent choice of self seeking individuals will produce 
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good outcomes for everybody” (Veenhoven, 1999: 158). People are seen 
as strong and capable of controlling their own lives because it is within 
the human nature. The individualisation process has prompted greater 
autonomy, liberalism and self-reflexivity in the sense that the religious 
and community connections are waning and have been replaced by a 
“personal freedom of choice” (Hopper, 2003: 34). The negative view is 
that the phenomenon of individualisation results in a form of individual 
alienation from society and even from oneself. All the different choices in 
everyday life might leave the individual in a state of confusion where it is 
difficult to fulfill the societal as well as one’s personal expectations. 
According to Veenhoven, theorists such as Etzioni and Lane are 
emphasising that individual rights conflict with the needs of community. 
According to them, as well as Beck, the labour market has detached 
people from their family, neighborhood, friends etc (Beck & Beck-
Gernsheim, 2002: 2-41).  
Individualisation has also changed the reproduction of the social order, 
especially the role of women in society. Due to the decline in traditional 
practices, especially the authority of religion, marriage and family, the 
women have become more autonomous (Hopper, 2003: 34). Veenhoven 
claims that in the modern societies people are always confronted with 
continuous choices. There is always a risk that one can make a wrong 
decision. For example Beck calls the late modern society as a risk society 
in which the life is uncertain or unpredictable (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 
2002: X).  The opportunity to choose requires a capability to make 
important decisions at the right time in one’s life. Veenhoven argues that: 
“Freedom one cannot handle works out negatively on happiness” 
(Veenhoven, 1999: 169). This is where life coaches are being introduced. 
Their task is to help people to make important decisions in their lives. 
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The happiest people in Western societies are usually characterised as 
open, social sensitive, emotionally stable and autonomous (Veenhoven 
1984, Heady & Wearing 1992 in Veenhoven, 1999: 169). When some of 
those attributes are missing, people do not feel completely satisfied with 
their lives. However, they are not mentally ill either. Life coaching offers 
a possibility of solving people’s problems without seeing them as 
patients.        
According to Veenhoven nothing is self-evident in a modern society, not 
even marrying and having children. Things have to establish and 
maintain, because intimate ties are no longer given by tradition 
(Veenhoven, 1999: 12). For example women in modern societies have 
continuous choices and a possibility to prioritise other things than 
marriage. In order to show that there is a tendency towards individualism, 
we put forward a table, which illustrates the divorce rates in Denmark 
from 1960 to 2005.  
 
Table 1. Divorce rates (per 1000 population) in Denmark 
 
Source: http://micpohling.wordpress.com6 
 
                                               
6 http://micpohling.wordpress.com/2007/11/05/denmark-marriage-and-divorce-rates-1960-2005/ 
(retrieved on 10th May, 2009) 
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The table shows that the number of divorces has increased and almost one 
in three marriages ends. However, it is important to stress the fact that the 
number of marriages has also increased. “Divorce is more common in 
modern (individualized) marriage than in traditional marriage, but 
modern marriage appears to be more affectionate and satisfying” 
(Straver et al. 1994 in Veenhoven, 1999: 161). Veenhoven assumes that 
people in Western societies are more autonomous and independent. 
Therefore they have a bigger possibility to break the marriage, if the 
relationship does not provide expected happiness and fulfilment. The 
women of late modernity are independent and have a strong sense of self-
awareness. They are to a greater extent educating them-selves. In 2007, 
56.4 percentage of all students enrolled in the Danish universities were 
women.7 Clearly, women seek to pursue a career and realise themselves 
through their job. Today it seems as if society, the consumer industry, the 
labour market etc. puts several demands on women. The ideal woman is 
expected to develop her skills and competencies constantly, to make a 
career, to be a loving mother of the children, to be a good wife, to work 
out, to be flexible, to eat healthy etc. These hidden demands women are 
faced with, can be difficult to fulfil. The expansion of life coaching 
suggests that people are not able to receive required help from their 
families.     
Veenhoven sees individualisation as an uncontrollable process. He argues 
that: “at the individual level this involved both greater awareness of ones 
preferences and greater ability to act independently” (Veenhoven, 1999: 
158). It also provides the individual with greater freedom, extension of 
youth and expanded education. No wonder that people from modern 
societies need assistance throughout their lives. Life coaching plays a 
                                               
7 http://www.dr.dk/Nyheder/Indland/2007/07/27/215818.htm (retrieved on 10th May, 2009) 
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significant role in guiding one in his existence fulfilled with choices and 
possibilities. 
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Modern Work Life 
Work life has changed a lot with the Industrial Revolution and the 
emergence of capitalism. In our modern society work is not something 
you do with the sole purpose of earning money, but rather, at least for a 
great deal of people, work is a big part of life, and it is used as a source 
for self-realisation and for providing meaning and happiness. Work life 
provides an arena for the construction of identity and characterises who 
one is as an individual. In the following section we will go through the 
historical development of work life, using the sociologist Richard 
Sennett’s theories and concepts, followed by a reflection over how 
modern work life affects the individual and creates a basic need for life 
coaching.  
 
The Contempt of Routine Work 
During the early years of capitalism many people’s work life implied 
routine jobs at big factories or jobs within the field of craftsmanship. 
Work was simply a necessary, hard, and often unpleasant part of life that 
needed to be done in order to survive, and something that one should best 
get through as quickly as possible. However, the implications of routine 
work were a subject for discussion, and the French philosopher Denis 
Diderot wrote on the subject already in his Encyclopédie (1751-52). His 
overall opinion is that routine has many positive features related to it. He 
states that it is necessary for human being’s learning ability, such that the 
“rhythm” of the work routine places the employee in charge and provides 
an overview. This also means that the employee has the possibility to 
control, manipulate or change the work process (Sennett, 1998: 34). On 
the other side of the scale is the philosopher and economist Adam Smith, 
who in his writing Wealth of Nations (1776) states that routine is 
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connected with much negativity, because he believed it to be highly 
damaging to the human spirit and creativity. He goes as far as stating that 
it is actually reducing the human intellect. Smith calls for every human 
being’s need to deliberate himself from routine, in order to fully develop 
the character and personality (38-39).  
Today we have somewhat taken over Smith’s negative view on routine, 
and the sociologist Daniel Bell takes Smith’s thesis of the reduction of the 
intellect a step further by saying that routine work hinders the employee 
to think about making changes - i.e. the employee simply does not 
develop the ability to think in these terms (44). However, today this issue 
is still arguable, and various modern thinkers agree with Diderot. One of 
them is the sociologist Anthony Giddens, who enhances habit as a 
positive and extremely important effect of routine. He states that the habit 
is essential for social life and our self-perception, because without habits 
and a pattern of behaviour that is easily recognisable it is actually not 
possible to define and talk about a personality (44).  
This is a discussion where it is not immediately possible to point out who 
is right or wrong. Sennett calls for the objectivity of each case: “Routine 
can demean, but it can also protect; routine can decompose labor, but it 
can also compose a life” (43).  
He states that routine is first of all also recognition, which is followed by 
a feeling of security, and mostly also concrete financial security. This 
brings the opportunity for planning ahead, a stable future and saving up 
money, which for many people is essential for a positive life. 
Moreover, it is interesting to notice that even though we have generally 
taken over Smith’s critique of routine, there are today several advocators 
of routine and habitual behaviour, but that it is not a common and 
widespread desire at least not among the more privileged workers of the 
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Western world. As mentioned above, routine might provide an overview 
and sense of control for the individual, and the common condemnation of 
routine work of today can thus be seen as one indicator of the need for 
life coaching. However, this is merely one consequence of modern work 
life that implies a connection to the modern human being’s need for 
guidance. In the following we will go further into Sennett’s account for 
the development of work life. 
 
New Capitalism 
New capitalism is a concept used by Sennett to explain a whole new 
system and mentality related to modern work life. The key elements of 
the concept includes; efficiency, re-engineering, flexibility, insecurity, 
risk-taking, and a more vertical management strategy, which we will go 
through below.   
With the emergence of capitalism the employers have been demanding 
efficiency – a demand that has increased with time. According to Sennett, 
the changes that took place around 1980-1995 are commonly referred to 
as the re-engineering of the workplaces, and basically this term covers 
how the employers called for more efficiency. Due to the development of 
new software systems, the managers could very easily survey even a large 
company, locate, if any, ineffectual parts and dismiss them. Also, the 
traditional hierarchical structure started to change such that there became 
fewer managers for more employees. No position should be irreplaceable 
and it was no longer self-evident which tasks a specific job entailed. It 
could vary a lot and be tailored for the individual employee (49). 
However, despite trying to increase the profit by making the management 
system more effective, surveys showed that the re-engineering process 
actually harmed the companies. The process failed because of the 
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employees’ decreased sense of moral and motivation; the many layoffs 
gave rise to uncertainty among the remaining personnel, and thus their 
work ethic and productivity dropped (50). 
 
Modern work life is characterised by flexibility in different areas and 
contexts. The process of re-engineering as touched upon above meant that 
the workplaces revised and reorganised themselves, so that they would be 
more flexible – and stand stronger in relation to changes of all sorts. 
Furthermore, the new standard of the workplaces includes what is now 
called flexitime, where the employee gets more independence and often 
has the possibility to work at home. It may seem positive that this 
flexibility brings more personal freedom, however Sennett is not 
convinced: “Flexibility begets disorder, but not freedom from restraint” 
(59) he says, and points out how the changed system has merely led to 
new strategies of the employers’ surveillance and control with the 
employees.  
Furthermore, Sennett points out that fragmentation is a very essential 
phenomenon of flexibility, and one must accept this fully in order to cope 
with the flexible work and life style. It is common to have different and 
frequently changing projects and plans, and this means that the long-term 
orientated planning and structuring is no longer applicable, and the 
human being thinks only in term of the nearest future. Moreover, the 
flexible individual tends to shift regularly between different jobs and go 
through many experiments, mistakes and make contradictory choices. 
Therefore there is no settled personality. In order to live with this 
instability it is necessary to possess a great deal of self-confidence and to 
be able to let go of the past (62).  
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According to Sennett, insecurity is a big part of modern work life, 
especially due to the employers’ increasing demand of efficiency. This 
insecurity is visible in two ways; first of all there is the concrete risk of 
actually getting fired, and secondly, even though you might not get fired 
you will always know that there is a risk. This is a constant fear that one 
has to live with, and always try to have a backup plan. The insecurity 
leads to a somewhat loose relationship between the employee and the 
workplace, and a lack of commitment and engagement on behalf of the 
employee, which causes many people to shift a lot between different 
workplaces. Sennett elaborates on this lack of obligation, and states that it 
is actually transferred to all types of relationships in general. Mobility has 
become something natural, and nowadays one has to e.g. teach children 
how to be committed to their parents, because it is no longer something 
that is a natural part of our life style and way of thinking (29-31).  
 
However, as stated above, having a more “secure” routine job is not 
highly valued, and for many people the same routine job is not 
satisfactory through an entire work life. Rather, risk-taking is regarded to 
be somewhat necessary from time to time, since the dominant flexibility 
calls for action and changes. Uncertainty and risk-taking are viewed as 
challenges; it has a positive effect of keeping oneself in motion and 
developing. Having the same job throughout an entire work life is 
somewhat disdained – people generally dislike passivity because of the 
desire to be the leader of one’s own life in every aspect. Furthermore, 
passivity is associated with fear because it is a well-known assumption 
that constant shift, renewal and replacement are highly valued in 
companies in general, which means that being too passive and thus not 
flexible enough might lead to dismissal. To use a modern expression one 
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has to be upbeat, and ensure always to keep up with trends and 
progresses. Especially middle-aged employees have to do an extra effort 
not to be overrun by the younger labour force – Sennett states how 
people’s work life is actually getting shorter and shorter, and that the 
labour market in general is for young people, since years of experience is 
not appreciated. It is a common perception that one is almost worn out 
when being middle-aged, and that it does not fit with a modern and 
dynamic company (87-95). 
Striving for risk-taking and a constant personal development also affect 
the employee’s relationship to the work place in the same way as the 
notion of flexibility. The new tendency is to shift a lot between work 
places; naturally this as well has a major impact on the sense of loyalty 
towards the specific company, and how much time and energy is spend 
on doing a good job.  
Finally, the new capitalistic system has induced a change from individual 
work to team work, and thereby created a more vertical management 
strategy where responsibility has been moved from the manager to the 
members of the team. Sennett states that teamwork brings about 
superficiality, because it is more important nowadays to be able to listen, 
compromise and cooperate, in such a way that the academic and 
professional skills come secondly. Furthermore, the vertical orientation 
has caused that a lot of responsibility has been taken from the managers, 
who thus can avoid to be held responsible for the consequences of a 
mistake or failure. Instead the employees are made responsible for each 
other within the team. The pressure from the colleagues has replaced the 
manager’s somewhat unpleasant role of making sure that there is a high 
level of productivity and quality. Team work transforms the friend to an 
enemy due to the mutual competition, and it eliminates the sense of 
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community among the employees. This factor also triggers even more 
insecurity and fear of loosing one’s job.   
Moreover, as a consequence of this power change where responsibility is 
moved from the superior to the team, Sennett states that a certain 
recognition of the employee is lost. Since the manager no longer takes the 
responsibility of his subordinates it entails a decreased trust and 
recognition, which no longer are assigned to the employees. This lack of 
belief and recognition might lead to insecurity and self-destruction, and 
the employee might end up with the feeling of actually not having any 
real substance (114-116).  
 
Modern Work Life and Life Coaching 
As has become clear in the previous elaboration of Sennett’s description 
of modern work life and the new capitalism, it has quite a few negative 
consequences in the shape of insecurity, fear, superficiality and 
disloyalty. The routine work does no longer exist, at least it is not a well-
liked type of work among people in the Western world, and it has been 
suggested that this development may result in lack of control for the 
employee. Furthermore a great deal of the changes in work life have 
brought along insecurity and instability due to the increasing demands of 
flexibility and innovation. First of all the employee can no longer be 
guaranteed a steady job that will last the entire work life, because if one is 
not able or willing to renew oneself, the employer might turn elsewhere 
to find the most qualified employee. Second of all, the modern human 
being raises the demands of renewal for himself, because of the fact that 
passivity is viewed very negatively. So not only do the employers 
demand flexibility and development, but the employee also sets up the 
same demands personally. The direct and overall consequence for many 
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people is stress and the loss of perspective. The need for guidance is 
obvious and reasonable, and the use of a life coach in this connection is 
evident. 
However, using a coach as guidance in relation to stress and confusion is 
not the sole explanation for the popularity of life coaching. Generally, the 
limit between life and work life has become blurred, and work has for 
many people become a way of providing life in general with meaning and 
substance. And as the request for self-realisation has gained more and 
more currency, as will be elaborated on later in this project, self-
realisation and work life are closer connected than ever before. Kirsten 
Marie Bovbjerg, professor of European ethnology, writes how work has 
become a major source of self-development over the recent years. Many 
workplaces offer the employees different self-developing courses, which 
present them with the opportunity for personal development. Bovbjerg 
states that; “the employee has to develop personal qualities and work with 
his consciousness in order to be an attractive employee”. (Bovbjerg in 
Brinkmann & Eriksen, 2005: 15).8 The key word of this statement is 
“attractive”, and in relation to Sennett’s theories about the efficiency, as 
mentioned above, being an “attractive” employee to the workplace is 
actually another way of saying “efficient”. Furthermore it means that in 
order to be efficient one has to be willing to develop personally, and of 
course be able to develop in the first place. One can imagine that self-
renewal and development are not such simple tasks for the middle-aged 
employee who may very well have had the same job position for several 
years, and it becomes evident why Sennett names the labour market for 
the young people’s domain, as mentioned previously.  
                                               
8 Translated from: ”Medarbejderen skal udvikle personlige sider og arbejde med sin bevidsthed for at 
være en attraktiv medarbejder.”  
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However, the attractiveness goes both ways according to Bovbjerg, 
because the work place must also ensure to be attractive for the 
employee. It seems that it is not really relevant to ask whether all 
employees are willing to attend self-developing courses or not, because 
this is not questioned in the text by Bovbjerg. Rather, it is referred to as a 
desirable opportunity for the employee, i.e. the workplace needs to offer 
courses in order to seem attractive to the employee. The self-developing 
courses that are offered at the workplaces can be very different and use 
different techniques. However, Bovbjerg states that they all have roots 
within New Age, which is a modern movement with elements of religion 
and spiritual alternative thinking. New Age arose in the 1960’s in 
connection with the Youth Revolution and its ideas of the freedom of the 
individual. Authorities and dogmas were questioned, and truth was no 
longer to be found in the external world but inside each individual. This 
way of thinking has also lead to new management strategies, which to a 
greater extent includes techniques with inspiration from New Age, e.g. 
tests, personal development and teambuilding (16-17).  
The new management strategy thus is about offering self-development for 
the employee, and this is expected to cause a stronger sense of 
engagement and commitment among the employees. As mentioned in the 
previous section, Sennett states that modern work life carries flexibility 
and the striving for new challenges in other workplaces by employees. 
When offering self-developing courses it is possible to satisfy the 
employees and keep them in the specific workplace. A key-concept is 
win-win-relation since the employee’s self-development not only 
provides satisfaction for the individual, it will, as well, secure that the 
employer benefits from the employee’s maximum potential and abilities 
(25). It is important, though, that the employee keeps a positive attitude 
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towards personal development, and “has to consider himself as 
incomplete and as potential that can be developed through the work” 
(17).9 Furthermore, self-development entails that the employee will not 
regard work as merely a duty that one needs to get through as quickly and 
painlessly as possible, and then go home to ‘the real life’. To consider a 
job this way is an outdated phenomenon, because nowadays work is 
rather seen as something that can provide meaning to one’s life and since 
work is so closely connected to life in general it should be connected with 
desire and interest. It is thus essential that the employee is satisfied and 
thrive in the work place. If not, it is considered to be common procedure 
to turn to a coach. Coaching in relation to work life is often referred to as 
Business Coaching, but in fact this type of coaching also deals with 
problems or worries on the personal level in the same sense as life 
coaching. In the following chapter we will investigate the field of life 
coaching and explore in details what it can offer to the modern individual.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
9 Translated from: “Medarbejderen skal betragte sig selv som ufærdig og som potentiale, der kan 
udvikles gennem arbejdet.” 
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The Introduction and History of Life Coaching and Its Premises 
Coaching is a newer phenomenon that we are able to associate with 
modern societies. It derives from the USA and was originally used in 
relation to sport activities such as being a coach for an athlete e.g. and the 
coach’s role in this case would be to maximize the athlete’s sport 
presentations. Coaching is a very common phenomenon in Western 
modern societies and has existed for a long time in everyday usage. This 
indicates that there exist several definitions of a coach and what purpose a 
coach has. The coach can be related to your work life, personal life such 
as a life coach or to sport activities and many more. This indicates that 
coaches can be used in many different ways.  
In the early 20th century some psychological theorists shifted from seeing 
their clients as ill, towards healthy persons who are seeking a richer life. 
One of those theorists was the Austrian doctor Sigmund Freud. His 
assumptions are widely known and had a huge influence on people’s 
perception upon mental illness. Freud’s core idea that: “people’s lives 
were not driven by the conscious (ego-driven) but unconscious forces – 
the id (libido) and the superego (social conscience)” (Williams and Davis, 
2007: 12) is also the main idea of life coaching. According to William 
and Davis life coaches help their clients to discover their potential, which 
often lies in their unconscious mind. Freud’s colleagues, such as Carl 
Jung and Alfred Adler believed that: “(…) every person develops a 
unique life approach that shapes his or her goals, values, habits, and 
personal drives” (12-13). Already back then Adler and Jung saw people 
as their own life creators and advised their clients in personal life 
planning and goal setting. This kind of counselling remains as a main 
treatment in today’s life coaching.  
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After World War II, the European theorists, their thoughts, achievements 
and ideas in phenomenology and existentialism, inspired American 
psychologists. These were the basic ideas for the new psychological 
thought – the Third Force10, which will be elaborated on in the Full 
Potential chapter, or in other words humanistic psychology (14). 
Humanistic psychology arose from behavioural psychology. However, 
while behavioural psychology focused on mechanistic view of humanity, 
humanistic psychology set its main focus on a humanistic point of view. 
Its emphasis was on a whole person and not just fragmented parts (14). 
According to the psychiatrists William and Davis, Abraham Maslow is 
considered the “father” of humanistic psychology. He was the one who 
wrote about “being”, “becoming”, “self-actualising” etc. Maslow studied 
people who sought constant psychological growth and personal life 
achievements. He named such people healthy personalities or “self-
actualisers”. According to Maslow such persons do not need 
psychological counselling, but rather some guidance. Life coaching 
would provide this possibility, because to gain a healthy personality a 
constant psychological growth is needed (15).     
In 1980´s psychiatrist and hypnotherapist Milton Erickson argued that it 
is possible to reach some very positive results, if the patient denies a 
possibility of illness and focuses on his own possible resources instead. 
His methods were based on asking questions and using the power of 
language in other ways. Erickson’s method is “not pathology but 
behaviour change through increased awareness and making choices that 
led to desired future results and solutions to current “problems in 
                                               
10 “There are Four Forces: the First Force is Freudian psychology; the Second Force is behavioural 
psychology; the Third Force is humanistic psychology; and the Fourth Force is transpersonal 
psychology” (Williams and Davis, 2007:14). 
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living”” (16). This, so called solution-focused counselling is used until 
our days and easily could be perceived as life coaching. 
According to Williams and Davis, life coaching developed from three 
main streams, such as psychotherapy and counselling, industrial 
psychology (consulting and organisational development) and personal 
development trainings11 (17). 
Life coaching is still undergoing rapid changes and a dynamic growth as 
a profession. Since the start and the first Coach University, which was 
founded by Thomas Leonard in 1992, there has been an enormous interest 
in this new phenomenon. In year 2007 there were 13.000 members in the 
International Coach Federation, which has spread in more than 82 
countries (19).  
 
Why the Need for Coaching? 
If we tend to look at the two Danish life coaches Stig Kjerulf and   
Manning’s statement of why we need coaching, we are able to view a 
tendency, which is associated with modern societies and therefore a 
tendency in modern Danish society.  
Kjerulf states that coaching has arrived because our everyday life has 
become more complex. We need to reflect and view the consequences of 
our considerations in some way or another with the consequences to 
follow (Kjerulf, 2006: 6). 
This statement refers to the notion of an increasing individualisation in 
our society. The complexities are similar to what we might find in 
modern society. As individuals, we are constantly facing multiple choices 
in our everyday lives. We have to make several decisions based upon 
                                               
11 Personal development training sets focus on responsibility of one’s choices and actions in live.  
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what we want to make out of our lives from a perspective that we have all 
the possibilities we adhere for.   
According to Manning, a wish for the individual to be more in focus and 
to break with Janteloven12 has caused an increase in the use of coaches. 
We have the opportunity to find what we are looking for within ourselves 
instead of searching for it in something external. Another reason could be 
the focus upon the material prosperity. Prior decades have given us 
surplus to focus our attention on our hopes and dreams. The surplus is 
due to the fact that we now, more than ever are economically/ materially 
secured.  
Furthermore, people find it more and more alluring to “create their own 
truth”, instead of trying to make “some truth” fit within them selves. 
Manning perceives the main role of the coach as one that helps the client 
find his “own truth” (Manning in Gørtz and Prehn, 2008: 25-26).  
 
Coaching According to Sofia Manning 
In this chapter, we wish to clarify the process of life coaching in order to 
understand the method of life coaching and what it entails. Life coaching 
is a two-way process, in which the client becomes capable of asking 
himself the right questions in order to exploit his full potential when 
being coached. At the same time the client is the coach of his own life. 
                                               
12 The Law of Jante: A concept coined by Aksel Sandemose in ”En flygtning krydser sit spor 1933”. 
www.janteloven.dk (retrieved on 27th March, 2009)  
 
“You shall not think that you are special 
You shall not think that you are of the same standing as us 
You shall not think that you are wiser than us 
Don't fancy yourself as being better than us 
You shall not think that you know more than us 
You shall not think that you are more (important) than us 
You shall not think that you are good at anything 
You shall not laugh at us 
You shall not think that anyone cares about you 
You shall not think that you can teach us anything.” 
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This is noticeable in the book by Manning where we are able to detect the 
two-way process of coaching.  
When looking into the book Coaching by Manning, we will take our 
point of departure by looking at her six steps in “star-coaching”. 
 
1) To set goals you wish to achieve 
2) Personal limitations 
3) Motivation 
4) Break the pattern 
5) The new alternative and the plan 
6) The happy end 
 
Step 1: Set goals you wish to achieve 
Manning’s first step is essential for the coaching process. First step 
entails that the client finds out why he is in a need of a coaching session. 
As a client you have to be able to distinguish between your wishes versus 
out-coming and inner expectations. When the client’s wishes have been 
defined then you can set goals of achievement. 
 
In order to avoid untenable or unrealistic goals, you will have to ask 
yourself the question: “What do you wish for if you could have anything 
you wanted?” Another solution to help the client finding the right goals 
would be to use as suggested by Manning the “Wheel of life”.  
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Source:http://blog.missionignition.com/wpcontent/uploads/2007/04/wheel-of-life-out-
of-balance.jpg 
 
When drawing your “wheel of life,” you will have to grade every area of 
your life with a grade from zero to ten.  
In order to create a reason that motivates the client, the coach can ask 
questions such as: “Where were you five years ago? Where are you now? 
Where will you be in five years? 
Manning states that it is important not to mislead yourself with rules, 
delimitations such as: Should, have to, need to, but instead ask the 
question: “What do I want? 
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  Manning states that there are actually only six motivating factors in life. 
These six things are: 
 Love: Love for others and for oneself 
 Development: Learn how to develop 
 To make a difference for others 
 Safety: To control what is happening 
 Success and attention: Recognition 
 Challengers and excitement: A need for variation and experience 
new things 
 
The need for responsibility of your life in order to accomplish the role of 
being in charge of your life plays a vital role (Manning, 2004: 115-144). 
 
Step 2: Personal limitations 
What have been holding you back from achieving your goals? This is an 
example of a question a coach might use in order to eliminate a client’s 
destructive way of thinking.   Manning claims that there is what she calls 
shallow excuses. She asserts that they are shallow due to the fact that 
there usually is a deeper reason than what is stated by the client at first 
hand. An example of a shallow excuse could be: “I haven’t got the 
resources.” 
 
Manning also talks about ten actual obstacles: 
 Old patterns, the client can be caught in an old unconscious and not 
beneficial pattern that inhibits him in achieving his goals. 
 Lack of self-esteem and wrong self-picture, if the client does not 
believe that he can achieve his goals he never will.  
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 Intern rules, the client believes that exterior circumstances should 
be just right in order for him to achieve his goals, such as “the sun 
has to shine otherwise I can’t go for a jog.”  
 Priorities and values, the client has to stay focused on his goals by 
prioritising the means that will get him there. 
 Fear of other people’s opinion and fear of losing, these factors can 
make the client lose focus or give up on his goals. 
 Fear of failing or fear of success, the client can be afraid of not 
being able to handle the consequences of failing or the opposite. 
 Lack of drive 
 Fear of getting in command, because of what follows from the new 
gained power.  
 Fear of not doing the right thing, several choices can create a fear 
of not choosing right.  
 Fear of losing imagined control. 
 
Manning also talks about the importance of clarifying the client’s beliefs. 
These beliefs can be either a barrier in the process of achieving ones 
goals or a support. An example of an inhibiting belief could be, “I can’t 
achieve my goals” and an example of a supporting belief could be, “I can 
do whatever I want.” It is important for the coach to listen carefully to 
these beliefs, because the best way to help the client eliminate these 
negative beliefs is by creating awareness about them and then it will be 
possible to change them (145- 174). 
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Step 3: Motivation 
It is not possible to accomplish your goals if you are not motivated, 
Manning states. The client has to be ready to break old destructive 
patterns and create new constructive ones. A client has already shown 
motivation when he turns to a coach, and then it is the coach’s job to 
maintain and increase this motivation (178). 
There exist three steps to creating a strong motivation: 
 
 Judge whether the client is ready to create transformation. 
 Motivate the client to make decisions concerning taking action. 
 Provide the client with the tools to make the motivation permanent. 
 
A coach can only help motivating the client to for example not smoking 
she cannot prevent him from actually lighting up a cigarette. 
There are three kinds of motivation according to Manning. The first one 
is what she calls “Away-from-motivated people”; these are people 
thinking, “What would happen if I don’t do anything about it?” Then 
there are “Towards-motivated people” who are thinking; “what if I don’t 
do it and what positive things would I get from not doing it?” And last 
there is the “Yes and no-motivated people” these are a combination of the 
two previous; they weigh the pros and cons in taking action. The coach’s 
job in either case is to help the client realise the pain and the joy 
associated with the goals for creating motivation and change (175- 198). 
 
Step 4: Break the pattern 
The job of the coach is to make sure that the client continuously keeps 
being focused and motivated in order to maintain the new and healthier 
patterns and that he does not fall back to the old patterns. According to   
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Manning the notion of freedom is essential because when you devote 
yourself completely you will feel freedom.  
In order to break these patterns, you have to know them.  In the process 
of eliminating all destructive patterns, these patterns will occasionally 
come to surface and in order to avoid it Manning suggests three tools to 
challenge the old patterns. 
 To recognise the truth and the damage of the old pattern 
 To break the old pattern by using the succes pyramid 
 Make a contract of obligations towards achieving new goals. 
(199- 228) 
 
Step 5: The new alternative and the plan 
There exist four parts in an action plan: 
 Make a what, why and how plan- what is the end result? The 
reason for your wished results – your specific plans for action. 
 Prioritising of goals – How to prioritize your goals is the 
structure of them. 
 Make a game plan- to do list in the relevant order or context. 
 Make the results measurable and celebrate the results. 
 
At last, one should create momentum which is to create continuity of the 
order of your actions towards achieving your goals (229- 256). 
 
Step 6: The happy end 
The happy end consists of three parts: 
 The client must commit to a plan for further actions until the next 
coaching session 
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 The coach needs to give the client positive feedback in order to 
encourage the client in his new life. 
 Finally the coach needs to make sure that the client is satisfied. The 
client needs to evaluate the coaching session in order to find out 
what he got out of these sessions (257-266). 
 
It is evident that these six steps are transforming the client into being his 
own life coach. Coaching becomes a tool in the process of self-realisation 
and it is an ongoing process in the search for man’s full potential. The 
reason for this thorough exposition of life coaching is due to the fact that 
we have discovered many similarities between the theories of Maslow 
and his fellow humanistic psychologists. This connection or similarities 
will be illuminated in the project.  
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Therapy versus Coaching - Distinctions and Similarities 
According to William and Davis coaching is an evolutionary step beyond 
the traditional therapy. They assume that traditional therapy will not 
extinct, but in the future will mostly be used in cases where a need of 
clinical services are required. There are four main distinctions between 
therapy and coaching.  
 
 Focus – past vs. present and future 
 Purpose – problem elimination vs. new possibilities 
 Perception – expert vs. partner 
 Appropriation – limited vs. unrestrained 
 
Firstly, therapy focuses on the past, while coaching mainly works with 
the present time and the future. Therapy assumes that people have had 
some struggles in their past and therefore it is important to focus on these, 
since it constitutes a problem that needs to be solved before moving on to 
patient’s future.  
Coaching and therapy differ as well, because coaching takes it stand in 
the client’s situation here and now, whereas psychological therapy is 
looking more at the preconditions of why the client is e.g. traumatized. 
Therapy is concerned with the persons past and these issues which might 
give an explanation to a certain behaviour or personal condition of the 
person’s life now (Kjerulf, 2006: 16). 
Coaching is mostly focusing on the present time and the future 
possibilities. The core idea is that the client is capable of having a bright 
future disregarding his or her past. Secondly, clients who come to see a 
therapist, mostly search for a way to fix or eliminate their problem, while 
people who go to see a coach expect him to help in a process of creating 
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new possibilities and getting more from their lives. Thirdly, patients 
mostly see their therapist as an expert who is capable and has methods to 
solve their problems, while coaching clients see their coach mostly as a 
partner who helps them on their way to life improvement (Williams and 
Davis, 2007: 45). 
The main similarity between therapy and coaching is the method. Skills 
such as listening, reframing, note taking, positive regard and etc. are very 
important in both professions. A possibility of thoroughly interviewing a 
client as well as discussing difficult issues with him is a main critical skill 
a good coach as well as a therapist has to be aware of. There are some 
shared characteristics of therapy and coaching. First of all, no matter what 
the client chooses, he or she expects a change in their lives. Secondly, the 
coach as well as the therapist has the role of the “professional helper.” 
The typical one-to-one and regularly scheduled relationship is also 
characteristic in both professions. Lastly, both professions assume that 
the result of their work occurs over a period of time (54-56).  
 
The impact of Life Coaching 
As a natural following question stemming from our research on life 
coaching, we will have to look into how possible effects of the coaching-
session can be discovered and measured.  
We find it very important to look into the ways and methods that have 
been used when trying to asses whether or not there can be seen an actual 
effect of coaching-sessions. 
Several scholars have tried to determine and draw up the outcomes of 
coaching, in every aspect of the coaching industry. In the following we 
will introduce Anthony M. Grant’s exploratory study, which attempts to 
investigate the effectiveness and impact of life coaching. This 
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investigation is based on the life-coaching program Coach Yourself that 
works with cognitive behaviour and is focusing on people’s activities, 
beliefs, feelings and their surroundings (Grant, 2003: 254). According to 
Grant:  
“From a cognitive-behavioural perspective, goal 
attainment is best facilitated by understanding the 
relationship between these four domains of human 
experience and structuring them so as to best support 
goal attainment” (254).  
 
Thus the Coach Yourself program introduce solution-focused therapy, 
which emphasises on the strength of their clients while solving their 
problems and focus on solutions rather than analysis of these setbacks.  
 
Method and Ways of Measuring 
In order to investigate whether life coaching has an observable impact on 
people’s lives, 20 students from a major Australian University who took a 
part in this study, which lasted 23.5 months. Participants were able to 
choose any goal they wanted to achieve but were not able to obtain in the 
past. They were examined in the main areas of their lives, such as work, 
physical condition and relationships (257). 
Participants met once a week for a 50 minutes coaching and were thought 
of cognitive-behavioural coaching techniques. The idea was to help 
participants through self- regulation (setting a goal → developing an 
action plan → acting → monitoring → evaluating and so achieving 
desired success) (255).  
 
The students had to fill out the questionnaires before and after taking a 
part in Coach Yourself program. Participants had to identify their goals on 
a scale from 1 to 4 (1-very easy, 4-very difficult). They also had to rate 
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the degree of their past success in achieving the goals on a scale from 0 to 
100%. The Goal attainment scores were calculated by multiplying the 
difficulty rating by the degree of success, and dividing by the number of 
chosen goals to find a mean score (258). 
 
Results 
Participation in a life-coaching program gave positive results. According 
to Grant: “participant’s reported levels of depression, anxiety and stress 
were significantly reduced… [They] reported a significantly enhanced 
quality of life” (258). The Goal Attainment scale significantly increased 
from 60 to 204.05 and Goal Difficulty reduced from 3.07 to 2.97. 
Depression scale also showed very positive results because it reduced 
from 4.60 to 1.20.  
In this way Coach Yourself program provides preliminary empirical 
evidence that life coaching can help in a process of patients’ goal setting 
as well as improve their mental health and raise their life quality.  
 
Limitations 
However Grant emphasises that it is important to take a fact into 
consideration that the goal attainment scale used in this study was a self-
report. The participants might have felt pressure in making progress and 
thus could show more positive results then it would happen under other 
circumstances (258). 
In different studies of coaching, scholars have used both qualitative 
interviews and quantitative questionnaires, which also lead to the 
methodological preparation of the interview or questionnaire. The 
problem is that they need to ask questions in order for the scholars to 
understand the perception and evaluation by participators. The scholar 
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makes up these parameters and categories beforehand and forces the 
participator to perceive and evaluate the coaching session and his gains 
within this framework (Gørtz in Gørtz & Prehn, 2008: 313).  And how 
can the scholars consider the responses, both in interviews and from 
questionnaires, reliable?  This is a major problem in this kind of research 
since they will have to base their conclusion on the subjective response 
given by the participators to questions, which ask for them to assess their 
own gain from coaching sessions through categories and parameters not 
established by themselves (312). 
Some effects could also occur naturalistically rather then an outcome of 
life coaching program. Lastly, all participants were volunteer students, 
who may not be representatives of the general population (Grant, 2003: 
258).                 
      
The Coach Yourself program suggests that solution-focused, cognitive-
behavioural life coaching can be a good tool used in order to increase 
patients’ life quality, reduce stress and depression as well as help in their 
self- realisation process.   
However, life coaching is all about the individual human being and 
therefore the individual’s conception of the coaching sessions will play a 
major role when trying to measure the effect of coaching. This in it self is 
one of the most dominant problems involved with the researches 
conducted to establish the effect of life coaching. How can scholars make 
general assumptions, statistics and calculations based on empirical data, 
which in its nature is a subjective and personal view of the participants? 
Gørtz does not come with a concrete answer to this problem, but his 
suggestion is that we need to “invent specific design methods for 
measurement and assessment of exactly coaching as an intervention in 
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the personal life and in the organisational practice” (Gørtz in Gørtz & 
Prehn, 2008: 312).   
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Full Potential 
When looking at the concept of life coaching according to Manning, it is 
noticeable that she places a great interest on the notion of fulfilling your 
potential as human being in order to reach the goals one adheres to 
achieve. In order to discuss what one’s full potential entail, we will be 
looking into the theory upon human potential by Abraham Maslow. His 
theory upon human potential is interesting and applicable to a critical 
discussion about fulfilling your potentials in society of today and 
therefore life coaching.  
 
Maslow gives a comprehensive theory upon human behaviour. He states 
that behaviour must include both internal and external determinants, 
whereas Freud focuses mostly upon the first, namely internal 
determinants in order to define human behaviour. The behaviourists focus 
upon the external constraints, such as environmental issues. Maslow 
allows for subjectivity in order to understand human behaviour, which 
means that feelings, desires, hopes and aspirations are important factors 
to a more fulfilling understanding.  
When investigating one’s full potential in accordance to the phenomenon 
of life coaching today, we are facing a problem concerned how to answer 
the question: “why is there a need for self-realisation (or self-
actualisation, as Maslow calls it) today?” The process of actualisation 
according to Maslow entails a discovery or development of the true self 
and the development of existing or latent potential. Though one has to be 
aware of the fact that when Maslow speaks of self-actualised people it 
only entails the study of superior individuals and do not include average 
people. According to Maslow, the completion of self-actualisation is a far 
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goal rather than a dynamic process through life, thus self-actualised 
people are old and exceptional (Goble, 1970: 25). 
He defines self-actualised people as having dedicated themselves to work, 
task duty or vocation, which are considered important to them. Their 
interest in the work they are doing is the reason to as why they work hard 
and therefore the distinction between work and pleasure become blurred. 
The commitment to a job is an important requirement to growth (26). 
These people are as well creative and flexible:  
 
“He is able to change as the situation changes, to break 
habits, to face indecision and changes in conditions 
without undue stress. He is not threatened by the 
unexpected as rigid, inflexible people are."(28) 
 
One might ask why he only uses the elite of society to investigate one’s 
full potential and he exemplifies this by stating that in order to get an idea 
of human’s full potential it is necessary to use the “fastest runner”. 
Afterwards he found out that it is not valid to use perfection as 
measurement - and base of study, because none of his subjects were 
perfect (24).  
 
Many people in a Western society would be in the position/process of 
self-actualisation according to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs,13 with 
wealth and not have to be concerned getting the basic need covered, but 
perhaps we are now facing different problems concerning this new 
culture of self- realisation.  
Even though Maslow speaks of superiority of people, he acknowledges 
that every man has capacity to grow, but it is only a minor percentage of 
                                               
13 See appendix 1 
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people that reach the realisation of their full potential, while referring to 
the relatively free American society.  
This entails that he acknowledges that people are having more or less the 
same possibilities in the search of realizing their full potential; however it 
is not a given fact that it is a possibility mentally wise for many people. 
He points out six reasons as to why people fail to actualise their potential: 
  
1) The reason as to why people fail to grow is based on the fact that 
human instinct toward growth is weak rather than strong and can 
easily be stifled by bad habits or a poor cultural environment and 
education.  
2) Maslow argues that there exists a tendency in Western culture to 
fear instincts and believe that they are bad and animalistic, which 
entails that we live in a culture, which emphasise controls and 
negative motivation.  
3) Another argument is the strong negative influence on the lower 
needs such as security and safety in the pyramid/hierarchy of 
needs. The growth process requires that one is willing to take 
chances, to make mistakes, to break habits. This means that in 
order to grow, fear must continuously be overcome. Maslow says 
that one can choose to go back to safety or move forward towards 
growth.  
4) Another argument of his is that people fear their own abilities, and 
their potential to be greater. 
5) In addition, the cultural environment discourages human 
development, in so far as it view human aspects such as kindness, 
gentleness e.g. unmanly from a common cultural concept of what 
is manly and what is not.  
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6) Habits are obstacles to growth even for the self-actualised people. 
Not all habits are bad, but the ones, which has been formed earlier 
in life and never been re-examined might limit the development for 
the individual.   
(60-61) 
 
The third point illustrates very well some of the problems people might 
be facing in society of today, as seen in the previous chapter dealing with 
modern work life and the quest for the employees being more flexible and 
prepared to take chances. It is important to keep in mind that Maslow 
views security and safety as sometimes unfavourable because they keep 
the individual from growth.  
There are many similarities between Manning’s process of life coaching 
and Maslow’s theory on human potentials.  
Both of them make use of some of the same explanations and reasons as 
to why people fail to realise their full potential. As well as both of them 
only view the positive aspects of realising one’s full potential.  
If one views the purpose of the theory of Maslow and the life coaching 
session of Manning, they seem to correspond very well.  
Maslow gives six reasons as to why people fail to succeed in realising 
their full potential and Manning is giving a 6 step star-coaching tool as to 
how people succeed in becoming self-actualised. Both of them refer to 
more or less the same type of human being when speaking of self-realised 
people.  
According to Manning the individual has to look for the truth in oneself 
instead of searching for it in something external. It is about creating one’s 
own truth. As discussed in the chapter “Why the Need for Coaching?” 
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According to Maslow, self-actualised people are highly independent, 
sometimes viewed as detached from others, because while they enjoy the 
company of others they do not actually need them (30).  
The two both put focus upon individuality and the will, capability and 
truth of the individual:  
 
They rely fully upon their own capacities. Frequently 
their abilities are so superior that they feel 
hampered by others. They are the most 
individualistic members of society and, at the same 
time, the most social directives, their own nature, 
and natural needs than by the society and 
environment” (31). 
 
He continues this thought by arguing that self-actualisers have 
“Psychological freedom”. They are not depended on others; they are less 
ambivalent and less anxious about prestige and honours.  
The following quote, which is based on the thoughts of Maslow, 
illustrates the similarities with Manning and her view that the aim of life 
coaching is about creating one’s own truth: “Self-discipline is easy for 
these people because what they desire agree with what they believe is 
right“ (31). 
When taking a closer look at how life coaching works according to 
Manning we are able to detect that the purpose is more or less to become 
a self-actualised person, which is entirely dependent on his own 
capacities and not the outer circumstances such as other peoples 
influence. It is the same focus upon individuality in such an extreme way 
as to what Maslow refers to when talking about the abilities of self-
actualised people.  
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Life coaching seem to provide the possibility of realising one’s potential, 
because to gain a healthy personality according to Maslow and Manning; 
a constant psychological growth is needed.  
 
It is evident that we are only talking about wealthy nations, which are 
more or less free from the worries of basic needs. Though we detect that 
security and safety, which according to Maslow is a basic need, is 
perhaps more than ever the missing link in today’s society. If the 
direction of society is praising self-realisation in such a way, it is not 
surprisingly strange that people find it hard to joggle between family-, 
work-, community life and everything else that entails to live in a society.  
The demands upon the individual seems when looking at why coaching 
has become so popular to be a symptom of how self-realisation is being 
praised in society of today. If the ideal for human being is realising one’s 
full potential it might very well be relevant to ask whether or not it is the 
requirements of society that calls for people’s full potential and therefore 
set up the criteria for what is to be discovered?  
The following chapter will discuss eventual consequences of an unlimited 
culture of self- realisation and its impact on the individual.  
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The pathology of Self-realisation 
The humanistic psychology was developed in the 1960’s, and has since 
then marked the Western society with its focus on self-realisation. We 
become incited to find, listen, accept and realise ourselves. The mindset 
behind self-realisation is an idea that we are all born into this world with 
an inner innate and autonomous self, which possesses a number of unique 
potentials and characteristics. These potentials and characteristics have 
then often been suppressed by others beliefs and ideas through the 
upbringing. The self-realisation is meant as a process through which you 
will find your way back to your inner potential actualise the “real you” by 
liberating yourself from emotional strings, others opinions and 
obligations. 
The ideal when it comes to the process of self-realisation is to follow 
your intuition, emotions and your impulses, and live out your dreams. 
The ideal is to end up in a childlike state where you have no worries and 
act spontaneous and free. You define your own destiny.  
 
According to the humanistic psychologist, Abraham Maslow all people 
have an innate fixed nature consisting of determined unique potentials 
and characteristics. Maslow also believes that if we just live according to 
this innate nature then we will become happy and healthy. The 
individual’s purpose is to liberate itself from restraining expectations, 
commitments and emotional relations and the only way to achieve this is, 
according to Maslow, through self-realisation. The process of self-
realisation is a process put into practice by the individual’s own free will, 
and it is a process in which the individual activates its inner nature. 
(Sæther in Brinkmann & Eriksen, 2005: 90). Maslow’s theory is 
challenged by the socio-constructionist Philip Cushman, who is in 
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opposition to Maslow’s idea of human nature as being an ontological and 
scientific truth. Cushman believes that man is unable to function without 
being part of a specific culture, due to the fact that he is impecunious, 
when it comes to instinct. Cushman substantiates his arguments through 
ethnographical and historical studies of man, which he believes show that 
human behaviour and formation of opinion, varies from one culture to 
another. When Cushman is talking about culture he defines it as a system 
of correlated meanings, created by social customs, such as societal, 
technological and institutional relations. Self-realisation to Cushman then 
is a reflection of the culture the individual is living in. This theory of self-
realisation is in strong opposition to Maslow’s theory, while it breaks 
with the idea of a universal truth about man’s purpose in life. “While the 
purpose is liberation from the culture, the result rather becomes a 
manifestation of it” (90).   
To go through the process of self-realisation has become an ideal in our 
time. More and more people read self-help books, go to see a 
psychologist or a life coach, become spiritual or travel around the world 
in order to “find them selves”. Our times salvation has become an 
aspiration for self-realisation.  
 
The humanistic psychology that life coaching is built upon breaks with 
the conformity of everyday life, the conscientiousness, and all the duties 
many people’s lives become filled with, such as studies, work, family, 
etc. A life coach’s job is to help the clients expand the frames of their 
everyday life, and re-create themselves as a strong, independent and 
unique being.  
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In Nina Østby Sæther’s article “The Pathology of Self-realisation”14 she 
is talking about how the ideal of the self-realised person turns out to have 
many similarities with the psychopath’s behaviour. In spite of the many 
similarities, the two are ascribed to very different cultural meanings, 
where as the person actualising himself is seen as a mentally healthy 
person, which is in strong opposition to the psychopath’s pathological 
mental condition. Some of the common features are; self-centred, 
delusions of grandeur when it comes to own assessment, also an 
unrealistic perception of own abilities and importance, low threshold for 
aggressive reactions, in the process of self-realisation the client is often 
encouraged to express emotions in an immediate and spontaneous way. 
Another common feature is; a need for excitement and new impulses, in 
self-realisation it is of great importance not to become stagnate and the 
only way to achieve this is through constant changes and development. 
According to Maslow the self-actualising person is characterised by its 
increased spontaneity, just as one of the psychopath’s features is 
impulsivity and a lack of realistic long-term planning. Security, 
conformity and monotonous are concepts for which there is no room for 
in the ideal of self-realisation, also this feature is recognisable in the 
psychopathic traits, who is describe as being risk-willing and in constant 
need for excitement, also the psychopath lacks the ability to regard social 
norms, rules and commitments. In the ideal self-realisation emotional 
independence is a human right (97) and restrains such as other people’s 
feelings, thoughts and expectations there is no room for in the ideal self-
realisation process. This can be translated into the psychopath’s lack of 
empathy and ability to affiliate. A typical trait for a psychopath is often to 
rationalise and explain away, problematic social behaviour. The concept 
                                               
14 Translated from: ”Selvrealiseringens Patologi” 
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of self-realisation can in itself be observed as a kind of rationalisation of 
problematic social behaviour, in the sense that every action can be 
explained and legitimised as a necessary expression for self-realisation.  
 
In the comparison of the self-realising person and the psychopath, we are 
looking at the ultimate and extreme version of self-realisation. First and 
foremost the psychopath is characterised by the lack of consciousness and 
empathy, and you can therefore argue that the psychopath is the unlimited 
self-actualised human being, due to the fact that what characterises the 
psychopath is an independent person that acts on his feelings, dreams and 
impulses. The reason why the concept of psychopathy is seen as a 
pathological state is the fact that it differs itself from the person going 
through the process of self-actualisation in the matter that even though we 
are living in an individualistic society we also see our self as social 
beings, and most people whether they like it or not are dependent of 
others. This reliance on other people is what makes us vulnerable, and in 
order not to get hurt we have to live by certain rules and norms. These 
social connections are the ones we have to put to the test in the name of 
self-actualisation, when we are encouraged to liberate our self from all 
expectations, in the process of finding our full potential and creating our 
own destiny.        
 
What then is the difference between the person going through the process 
of self-realisation and the psychopath? According to Nina Østby Sæther 
the difference lies in their ability to socially relate. “The pathological in 
the psychopath can be characterised by troubled, destructive or lacking 
social relations.”15 The self-realising individual is seen as healthy, 
                                               
15 Translated from: ”Det patologiske hos psykopaten kan karakteriseres ved forstyrrede, destruktive 
eller manglende sociale konstruktioner” 
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according to Sæther, due to the fact that he, despite his self-development 
is capable of having good and harmonic relations with his fellow human 
beings. 
According to Robert Hare, an American expert on psychopathy (94), the 
psychopath is foremost characterised by his lack of conscious. Moral and 
social responsibility and how to attend to and uphold these, is nowhere 
mentioned in literature or theories on the concept of self-realisation, 
according to Sæther. She also emphasises that no guidelines on rationally 
substantiated boundaries for the individual’s growth and self-actualisation 
are given in the theories on self-realisation (102). It must then be 
anticipated, that this lack of attention this subject is given, is due to fact 
that life coaches and people writing self-help books to help individuals 
through the process of self- realisation, agrees with Maslow on the fact 
that man is fundamentally good.  
Maslow made a list of the self-realising individual’s characteristics, and 
even though several of these are very identical with some of the traits that 
are ascribed to the psychopath, there are some that can help us understand 
the actual distinction between the two. The differentiating traits are: 
increased identification with humanity, profound human relations and a 
greater sense of democratic structure of character (101). These 
characteristics of the self-realising individual paints a picture of a 
compassionate being, and seems to be in strong opposition to the traits 
you would immediately think of when hearing about how you become a 
self-realised individual, which seems to demand traits such as selfishness, 
self-absorbed, manipulative and exploitive.  
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Due to the fact that self-realisation must be able to function in a society, it 
becomes necessary that this process adjust to certain rationally 
substantiated and ethically defined restrictions. It can be argued that self-
realisation can become very self-destructive, if the individual is not able 
to adjust his self-realisation to a society where it is almost impossible to 
lead a life without having to be considered about social relations. To 
further explore the consequences on the individual, we will in the 
following chapter investigate the changes in the way we construct our 
identity.    
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The Construction of a ‘Patchwork’-Identity 
Our main object for the following chapter is to expound the concept of 
identity and in particular the newer concept of a so-called ‘patchwork’-
identity. Our main point of reference will be the empirical study by social 
psychologist Heiner Keupp et. al. from 1999, where they set out to 
explore how young adults construct their identity in modern society. 
Their point of departure was the platform for creation of identity, which 
was created with the fall of the DDR (Deutsche Demokratische Republik) 
in 1990. Where young adults suddenly found themselves in a completely 
new situation where they had to completely revise their way of life and 
perceptions of themselves (Keupp et. al., 1999: 11). We will not have 
focus upon the empirical work itself, but on the theories presented as the 
foundation for the study.  
 
As mentioned before, our main interest within this chapter is the 
construction of a patchwork-identity. In order for us to do so, we will 
firstly describe the concept of identity and portray the changes identity 
and the construction hereof has undergone in the previous decades. 
Secondly we will give an account of how we on a daily-basis construct 
and re-construct our identity or more correctly identities. Thirdly we wish 
to clarify how these undergone changes for identity-construction can have 
an impact on the identity we end up creating. In conclusion we will 
elucidate the connection we see between this rapid changes and the use of 
life coaching. 
 
For this chapter the psychological outset will be within the field of social 
psychology, this being the same outset as our main source Keupp et. al. 
The main and also the most important point within this view of identity, 
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is that identity is created internally as well as in connection with our 
surroundings. According to Keupp identity is created within the process 
of mediating our inner and outer worlds (191). We are active partakers in 
the making of our own identity and the making of identity is a lifelong 
process, with no defined goal and ending.  
 
“The process of identity is … not only the means, at 
the end of adolescence, to reach a certain plateau for 
a secure identity, but the vehicle for lifelong 
development” (190)16.  
 
The acknowledgement that the process of creating an identity did not end 
after puberty is a rather new phenomenon. Earlier when a subject’s outer 
world was more or less given, striving for an identity would end when the 
subject entered adulthood. Today we recognise a situation where the 
process of identity-construction is never-ending process. Identity was 
perceived as rigid structure, a core within humans, which did not change 
through time but stayed the same over decades. Today we no longer see 
identity as a solid notion, but rather as fluid concept that changes over 
time, more specifically on a daily basis, as we will explain further on.  
 
The patchwork-metaphor is used to describe identity as perceived today. 
It depicts identity as something put together piece by piece, it consists of 
different ‘materials’ and ‘patterns’, but we manage to get these pieces to 
fit together and thereby construct one entity (or blanket).  
The concept of patchwork-identity is mostly used as an allegory for the 
‘finished product’ from identity construction, the finished product being a 
whole identity of a subject (10). However, as Keupp points out, we 
                                               
16 Translated from: „Der identitätsprozeß ist  …  nicht nur ein Mittel, um am Ende der Adoleszenz ein 
bestimmtes Plateau einer gesicherten Identität zu erreichen, sondern der Motor lebenslanger 
Entwicklung“. (Keupp et. al. 1999) 
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should not only keep focus on the complete entity itself, but also have 
focus on the individual ‘pieces’ and the process of creation; “We will 
draw your attention to the active and often very creative ‘self-
performances’ by the subject in the work of identity creation” (10)17.  
Following these lines, we will now present the different processes of 
identity making and re-making. When we speak of identity, we refer not 
only to a combined entity, but also to the many different ‘part’-identities18 
that make up the entity.  
Keupp presents us with two different models for the identity construction 
and creation; firstly a model for the connections between the inner and 
outer sphere, secondly as a model for the transformation from situational 
experiences to ‘part’-identities to a ‘meta’-identity (191, 202 & 218). 
 
The foundation for the first model takes its point of departure in the many 
connections between inner and outer worlds. The claim is made that 
identity is created between timely relations, inner capacities and life-
world19. The main argument is that identity consists of combined 
experiences.  
 
                                               
17 Translated from: „Wir wollten mit ihm die Aufmerksamkeit auf die aktive und oft sehr kreative 
Eigenleistungen der Subjekte bei der Arbeit an ihrer Identität richten. 
18 Translated from: „Teil-Identitäten“ (Keupp et. al. 1999) 
19 Translated from: „Zeitliche Verknüpfungen, inhaltliche Verknüpfungen und lebensweltliche 
Verknüpfungen“ (Keupp et. al., 1999: 191). 
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Source: Keupp et. al., 1999: 191. 
 
This model illustrates the daily inputs that constitute our experiences. 
Past and present experiences will influence our process of identity 
creation and re-creation. The situations in which we find ourselves are 
also influenced by outer categories from which we define ourselves. 
Similarities and differences are not only between an outer object/subject, 
but also how we perceive our own identities and the coherence between 
them. The model aims to show how daily identity-work is a process of 
linking experiences. Experiences are very important for our construction 
of identities, and they are negotiated between the subject and others. 
Experiences are created within certain contexts and structures, which in 
turn provide us with the frame in which we can narrate our experiences. 
These contexts and structure are then tied to a specific person and a 
specific time, space, role, life phase or aspects of life. Therefore can 
experiences also be re-negotiated at any time (193). 
The subject evaluates and arranges experiences by three principles; 
Meaningfulness, Manageability and Comprehensibility (227)20. In order 
for an experience to be meaningful, the subject must obtain a successful 
process of identity and a positive response to it. An experience is 
                                               
20 Translated from: „Sinnhaftigkeit, Machbarkeit und Verstehbarkeit“ (Keupp et. al., 1999: 227). 
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manageable when the subject realise an identity process and 
comprehensibility is attained when the subject is able to reflect upon 
outer influences and inner conditions (227).  
Daily identity-processes are reflective and are strongly influenced by 
culture and inner and outer narration (193). It becomes too static if we 
only consider identity-process as the individual making sense of 
experiences, as we find problematic in relation to life coaching. Identity 
can not only be seen in a narrative and self-reflecting retro-perspective 
light, but one should also consider the prospective aspect of experiences 
and that previous experiences have an impact on how we will react and 
act in future situations (193). “In every-day identity-work, the 
retrospective and the prospective processes are always connected to each 
other. There is no memory that is not pointed at the future and no future 
ambition which does not contain past experiences” (195)21. 
 
Identity experiences and processes are created and mediated in 
interaction, narrative actions and available resources (196, 207, 198 & 
202). The identity experiences can be perceived as situational self-
perception, and the following model illustrates the connection between 
these situational experiences, part-identities and a ‘meta’-identity. 
 
                                               
21 Translated from: „In der alltäglichen Identitätsarbeit sind retrospektiver und prospektiver Prozeß 
allerdings immer miteinander verbunden, es gibt keine Erinnerung, der nicht auch in die Zukunft 
gerichtet wäre, und keinen Entwurf, der nicht vergangene Erfahrungen beinhalten würde“ (Keupp et. 
al., 1999: 195). 
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Source: Keupp et. al., 1999: 218. 
 
Many single situational experiences make the foundation of part-
identities and in turn these part-identities result in an internal core of 
narration and an overall feeling of a coherent identity (218). However, 
one part-identity will most often be more dominating then the rest, this 
either being depending on the situation or in general.  
The part-identities portray different aspects of a given subject, these part-
identity provide the basis for a meta-identity and an answer to the 
question ‘who am I?’ Therefore a core narrative and a feeling of identity 
are in fact based on situational experiences through the part-identities.  
The core narrative can be understood as the ‘ideology’ of the individual; 
“… core narrations are about the ideology of one self, and the attempt to 
– communicable- make sense of one self and one’s own life”(229)22. The 
concept of a core narrative describes how a subject perceives himself, 
how he/her wishes to be understood and how he/her understands and 
explains his own development (241-242).  
 
                                               
22Translated from: „... so handelt es sich bei den Kernnarrationen um die Ideologie von sich selbst, um 
den Versuch, sich seinem Leben einen – anderen mitteilbaren – Sinn zu geben“ (Keupp et. al., 1999: 
229). 
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A positive or negative feeling of one’s identity - self-esteem – emerges as 
an evaluation of whether or not a subject reaches the ‘goals’ of the 
identity. A subject gains higher self-esteem when their goals are reached, 
on the other hand a subject will have low self-esteem if the goals are not 
fulfilled (226). Goals of the identity can be recognised, but the subject is 
rarely consciously aware of the presence of these goals (228).  
 
As mentioned above subjects gain their experiences through combining 
their inner narratives and their outer relations and situations. Therefore 
our significant others are of great importance. A certain subject’s 
identities are created through co-operation and ‘dialogue’ with the 
significant others. In order for us to elaborate on this, we find the works 
of philosopher Charles Taylor to be of great significant; “We define our 
identity always in dialogue with, sometimes in struggle against, the things 
our significant others want to see in us” (Taylor, 1994: 33). One of the 
most important things we can receive, or be deprived of, by our 
significant others is recognition (Keupp et. al., 1999: 252). The work of 
identity is inextricably linked with recognition, and in earlier times the 
static individual identity rooted in society, class and status were closely 
link as a matter of course to recognition (252).  However in the current 
identity work identity and recognition id not inextricably linked; “One 
must win recognition in exchange, and therefore can recognition fail” 
(Taylor in Keupp et al., 1999: 252)23.  
This presents us with a paradox of identity in the modern and 
individualised world, where we strive to become independent and self-
willed. Due to the important role recognition play in the creation of 
identity, we become more and more reliant on others to give us this 
                                               
23 Translated from: „Sie muß Anerkennung erst im Austausch gewinnen, und dabei kann sie scheitern“ 
(Taylor in Keupp et. al., 1999: 252). 
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recognition. So in our search for independency and distinctive individual 
identities, we come to be dependent on significant others, from who we 
try to be affiliated. “… another person takes over our control, since one, 
even though one wishes to be independent of them, is very dependent on 
them” (Benjamin in Keupp et. al., 1999: 252)24. The paradox then 
consists of the contradictory need between recognition and independence.  
 
Significant others play an important role in the creation of experiences 
that make up our part-identities and hence our complete feeling of having 
one coherent meta-identity. Significant others are an important link 
between the outer realm and the inner subjective narrative. Therefore, as 
depicted with the two models shown above, the connection between the 
single experiences, part-identities should not be underestimated.  
 
The two models (see page 66 & 68) illustrate different perspectives on 
identity-construction, but are as well interconnected. The first is an 
illustration of the deep connections between inner and outer worlds that 
are so important for social psychology. These connections are also of 
great importance in the second model, but here the major point illustrated 
is the process of identity itself. The process that takes place from turning 
the experiences into part-identities, and further on into a core narrative 
felling of an identity. The first model depicts the process of creation of 
single experiences, whereas the second explains the process in which 
these experiences play an important role. The experiences are the 
foundation of our identities.  
 
                                               
24 Translated from: „...daß eine anderen Person unsere Kontrolle entzogen wird, wenn wir unabhängig 
von ihn sein wollen und wir trotz aller Unabhängigkeit diese dennoch brauchen“ (Benjamin in Keupp 
et. al., 1999: 252). 
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In continuation of this Keupp explains what in his view would describe a 
successful identity process in the 21st century; Coherence, recognition 
and authenticity (Keupp et. al., 1999: 266-267).  
Coherence refers to the linkage between the different part-identities 
within a subject. The subject should have a coherent feeling of harmony 
between the different part-identities within.  
As mentioned above recognition is important for the identity process, and 
the development for the single part-identities and the complete felling of 
identity. However, as pointed out by Jessica Benjamin in Keupp, there is 
a contradiction between the search for individuality and independency 
and the need for recognition by significant others. Lastly in order for an 
identity process to be successful, a subject needs authenticity. 
Authenticity refers to the feeling of autonomy and the need for a feeling 
for an authentic subjectivity, where the subject feels as if it has succeeded 
in the project of identity construction. 
 
In conclusion the failing of the aforementioned, can have a severe 
influence on the subject. As Keupp argues have the conditions under 
which we construct our identity change tremendously. In today’s society 
the subjects themselves have to actively seek out the construction of an 
identity and therefore, as the case was early, the result is not given in 
advance. Every subject is responsible for his own identity and the 
construction hereof.  
In the fast moving world in which we live, experiences are generated 
every single day. This can lead to great confusion within the subject, if 
there is no coherence between these experiences. This can in turn lead to 
a lack of correlation between the retro- and prospective processes. If the 
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subject cannot make sense of the retro-perspective self-narrative, then it 
is difficult to bring the past into the process of making future goals.  
The rapid changes of today, a core narration may be difficult to sustain. 
As explained above, the core narrative is partial the perception of oneself. 
However, if the subject cannot make sense of the creation of the part-
identities, then the creation of a meta-identity and core narration is 
difficult. Today we can recognise very rapid changes in the different 
spheres of a subject’s life and therefore there will also be rapid changes 
within the single part-identities. These changes may then result in an 
incoherent core narrative. If the subject does not have a cohesive 
perception of himself, it is difficult to make sense of one self and one’s 
own life.  
 
According to Keupp et. al., the creation of a ‘successful’ identity requires 
coherence, authenticity and recognition. The attaining of these is no 
longer given in advance, but the subjects must obtain them on their own.  
Due to the rapid societal changes, the coherence between our part-
identities is no longer certain. If there is no coherence between the part-
identities, it is also cumbersome to achieve authenticity. If the part-
identities do not create a meta-identity, then the subject will have 
difficulties in establishing an authentic feeling of subjectivity and 
identity. As pointed out earlier, recognition is no longer given 
beforehand, but must be ‘won’. If the subject does not succeed in 
‘winning’ the required recognition, then the process of identity creation 
may not be the best that it can be. 
 
Seen in relation to life coaching, the abovementioned will most likely 
play a role when a client decides to seek out the help of a life coach. It is 
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our understanding that the clients probably find themselves needing help 
to sort out and understand their daily situational experiences. Since these 
experiences are the foundation for both part-identities and meta-identities, 
the life coach does actually help their clients with the process of identity 
creation and most often re-creation. Clients go to see life coaches, when 
they have something they want to change, therefore are life coaches 
mostly involved in the re-creation of experiences and part-identities. 
It is our interpretation of life coaching, that life coaches themselves 
perceive the sessions as a space where recognition, coherence and 
authenticity is available. Recognition is made available when the life 
coach recognises the client and his possibilities. The coach also tries to 
help the client create coherence between different part-identities and 
spheres of life. Without coherence, the client is not likely to have a 
feeling of authenticity. Many clients seek out the help of a life coaching 
in their quest to find out ‘who they really are’- this quest is impossible 
without recognition, coherence and authenticity. 
 
Seen in the light of the conception of identity construction that we are 
presented with by Keupp et. al; a major point of criticism is the concept 
of the individual used within life coaching. Life coaches perceive the 
client as independent of his surroundings. This is contradictory with the 
ideas of Keupp. In model 1 (see page 66) we have illustrated the 
connection between the inner and outer worlds, therefore we find it 
inadequate to only focus on the individual as the life coaches do. To 
comprehend the client, one must not only focus upon the inner world, but, 
as Keupp points out, have just as much focus upon the outer world of the 
client. 
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Discussion 
In order for us to fully grasp the concept of individualisation, we have 
thought it to be relevant to illuminate this through a product of the 
process of individualisation, namely life coaching. Since life coaching is 
a phenomenon that befits our time, we found it to be a useful way of 
conceptualising individualisation – both at a societal and at a personal 
level. 
 
To discuss the impact individualisation and life coaching has on the 
individual, we have found it relevant to look into the changes the concept 
of the individual has undergone. According to Andersen & Mørch as well 
as Beck, we know that the modern individual has changed throughout the 
history. At first the notion of becoming an individual was emphasised, 
whereas today it is about being an individual and obtaining individuality.  
In the early modern society the individual was very much related to the 
community and constructed by society. For example the society provided 
people with education. Today everyone, in the Danish educational 
system, has the option and possibility to get education. This entails that 
far more people have the same qualifications, due to the fact that they all 
have an education; this creates competition in the labour market. People 
have to distinguish themselves from majority in order to get the desired 
job. People have to excel in both academic skills and personal traits; this 
might be a reason for why the boarders between personal life and career 
have become so blurred, since your personal profile will consist of both. 
In order to create a personal profile that will ensure you the desired job, 
one will have to combine accumulated knowledge from personal life, 
academic achievements and working experiences. We perceive this as a 
possible reason for why so much focus has been placed upon self-
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realisation, since people are required to keep on excelling in everything 
they do in order to keep having advantages in e.g. the labour market. 
 
Today, more than before, people are responsible for creating a life filled 
with happiness. People are expected to make sense of their own lives and 
represent themselves in society. It seems that there is an ideal of the 
individual created by the demands and expectations in society, which 
entails the individual to be successful in every aspect of life. The meaning 
of this is that failure is not an option, event though it might be easier to do 
so due to the fact that expectations are higher than ever. Paradoxically we 
are all in general part of creating all of these expectations that we cannot 
reach, e.g. most of us celebrate the beauty ideal of all the models in Paris, 
even though it is granted the few to actually achieve this position. So it 
seems that even though we all have different potentials then we are all too 
some extent searching for the same thing, beauty, money, recognition etc. 
So this ideal is created by the society, which we are all a part of. 
The fact that modern society is so highly based on capitalism makes work 
fundamentally important for the individual. Work life has become a great 
part of the employees identity, work often defines a person, it can create 
status, recognition etc. According to Diderot a routine job creates a 
feeling of control as well as a sense of security due to the fact that there 
are no surprise-elements. But in this more and more individualised 
society a routine job is not seen as a desirable position, both employees 
and the employer demand flexibility, challenges and the opportunity for 
personal development. The dissociation from routine work, which 
according to Diderot creates a sense of control, might be the reason why 
more people loose their overview in their, “everything-but-routine-job”, 
and therefore becomes in need of a coach to regain a sense of control in 
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their work life. To most people flexibility connotes a greater sense of 
freedom but actually according to Sennett; “Flexibility begets disorder, 
but not freedom from restraint” (Sennett, 1998:59) this means that even 
though we might not have a restraining job, then we will just be 
restrained in some other aspects. We might have days where we can work 
from home, but this often entails that we are not able to create a line 
between work and personal-life: the line becomes blurred between the 
two. 
Capitalism has brought material prosperity to people; one can question 
whether or not people have found happiness within this material 
prosperity. We find this to be another possible reason as to why people 
seek out the help of a life coach, since people may have realised that 
material wealth is no longer fulfilling their inner wishes and needs.  
 
Life coaching is a process where the client’s life has to correspond with 
his wishes and goals and realising one’s full potential is the ultimate aim 
in life coaching. Through life coaching we are able to detect an intense 
tendency of a “self-realisation culture”.  
What are the consequences of this culture of unlimited development and 
constant changes? First of all the focus in life coaching is strictly upon 
the individual, finding their own truth not taking the outer circumstances 
into consideration, it becomes one’s own responsibility to handle both 
success and failures.  
The increased responsibility for achieving your own happiness is 
proportional with the risk of failure - the more responsibility the greater 
the risk. 
To further illuminate the impact that individualisation and life coaching 
have on the individual, we have found it relevant to look into the 
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construction of identity. The premises from which we make sense of daily 
experiences have changed in the way that we are no longer restricted to 
traditional patterns. We must assume that people always have changed 
between identities depending on social context. The difference between 
then and now, we believe to be the pace at which these contexts change, 
meaning that we far more often than earlier change jobs, partners e.g. 
which might lead to a change of residence, communities, friendships etc. 
These fast paced changes have a great impact on our identity process, 
since it can create rootlessness, loss of overview and control. In order to 
make sense of these complexities, we create, what Heiner Keupp calls a 
patchwork identity, as put forward in the chapter on patchwork identity. 
This concept refers to both the overall product of identity construction 
and the process itself. In order to define your identity, coherence, 
authenticity and recognition are the core aspects for a successful identity 
construction according to Keupp, meaning that there is a correlation 
between your different identities and their behavioural patterns. This 
creates authenticity. This corresponds with the idea of Anthony Giddens, 
that the individual must have behavioural habits in order to have a 
coherent identity, meaning that it is these habits that make it possible for 
others to recognise and define our identity. It is a potential consequence 
that it is not possible to create a sense of authenticity, since it can become 
difficult to detect coherence between our part identities.   
Coaching is trying to create a balance and coherence between these 
different kinds of identities. In coaching you are always in the process of 
fulfilling your full potential, and according to coaching this will make 
you content in every aspect of life that you engage in.  
The pursuit of achieving one’s goal can be problematic, if we tend to look 
at it as being an unlimited strive free from restraints. The restraints can be 
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anything from human to material level. The problem with this unlimited 
strive is the human costs, which the ideal self-realising individual cannot 
neglect. Having close meaningful relations is what separates the self-
realising individual from the psychopath. Taking into consideration that 
there, in coaching books and the theory of Maslow are no formalities or 
boundaries to what extend one can take the process of self-realisation, 
this must be interpreted as perceiving man as fundamentally good. 
Veenhoven shares this representation of man, in that he views people as 
strong and capable of controlling their own lives because it is within the 
human nature.  
If considering man being fundamentally good, we are able to view the 
positive aspects of self-realisation according to Manning. She contributes 
with a tool to unite personal goals altogether with meaningful balance 
between the different aspects of life. Her ideal is that in order to acquire a 
sense of fulfilment it is necessary to fulfil your full potential in every 
facet in which one interacts. This might be a utopian representation of 
man, since this would demand a superhero in order to create balance in 
every aspect of life, meaning that it is most often necessary to 
compromise between reality and goals. It can be difficult to maintain a 
promising career and at the same time be an attentive parent, friend and 
co-worker while practising for a marathon. It seems most likely that the 
time aspect might be a problem even though one’s motivation level is at a 
maximum.  
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Conclusion 
In the project we are trying to answer the research question: “What are 
the implications of individualisation that posit the existence of life 
coaching?” This question is very broad, since both the individual and 
societal changes have given rise to the existence of life coaching. In order 
to discuss and understand the existence of life coaching, we have found it 
useful to investigate the birth of individuality in the late modernity 
towards the importance of obtaining individuality.  
We have been able to recognise at tendency for a self-realising culture. 
We perceive life coaching as a vehicle for this tendency, which is most 
evident in modern Western societies. This tendency takes its outset in 
individualisation and the implications hereof. The different fields touched 
upon in the project are all implications of individualisation. They all play 
a significant role in the justification of the existence of life coaches, 
therefore they cannot be seen in isolation, but must always be seen and 
discussed in relation to each other.  
What has created this evident need for coaching? The need has been 
created due to the fact that we can no longer cope with the demands and 
expectations of our everyday-life. These demands and expectations have 
been created by the increase of choices we have to make throughout life. 
An increase in choices such as which education to choose, where to live, 
what party to vote for etc. These were choices we did not have earlier on 
where our destiny was predetermined by the family and thereby the class 
which we were born into.  
 
In conclusion it is difficult to assess whether individualisation led to a 
change in work life or work life demanded individualisation. Did work 
life change due to people no longer wanting a predetermined life, or did 
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the predetermined life change due to changing demands from the labour 
market? It seems to us that the one could not happen without the other, 
cause when the frames of life expands, and there is an increase of 
possibilities, it will without doubt affect and change the individual’s 
conditions of life.  
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Summary in Danish 
Dette projekt omhandler konceptet ”life coaching”. Vi undersøger 
årsagerne til dette nyere fænomen, da det kan ses som et symptom på en 
grænseløs udviklingskultur, hvor vi i højere grad end tidligere tilbeder 
selvrealisering som vores nye religion. Vi forsøger at klargøre og 
sammenfatte coachingens historie og berettigelse i et samfund som det 
danske. Dette vil vi demonstrere med en gennemgang af den danske 
coach Sofia Mannings bog Coaching, Det handler om at stille de rigtige 
spørgsmål.  
For at kunne undersøge og stille sig kritisk til skue overfor life coaching 
har vi fundet det nødvendigt at belyse samfundsmæssige, kulturelle og 
individuelle karakteristika. Vi har taget et udgangspunkt i Ulrich Becks 
fremstilling af det moderne samfund og processen der har ført os til der 
hvor vi er i dag. Med afsæt i dette, har vi belyst andre emner vi har fundet 
relevante. Richard Sennett har været vores udgangspunkt for at klarlægge 
forandringer i arbejdslivet og disses konsekvenser for individet. For at 
undersøge forandringer i identitetsdannelsen vil vi inddrage Heiner 
Keupps teori ”patchwork-identity” som belyser hvordan kravene om 
effektivitet og evnen til at omstille sig kan have indflydelse på den 
moderne identitetsproces.  
Ydermere belyser vi emner såsom, betydningen af ”det fulde potentiale”, 
da det er et vigtigt led i forståelsen af en fremskreden 
individualiseringskultur og såvel en hjørnesten i forståelsen af fænomenet 
coaching. I forståelsen af ”det fulde potentiale” har vi draget nytte af 
Abraham Maslow og hans teori vedrørende selv-aktualisering.  
I forlængelse af dette har vi undersøgt eventuelle konsekvenser, for både 
individ og samfund, af denne individualiserings- og udviklingskultur.  
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I og med at vi har belyst life coaching fra mange forskellige vinkler er vi i 
stand til at se en klar sammenhæng mellem behovet for life coaching og 
de stigende krav vi møder i alle facetter af hverdagslivet. Paradoksalt nok 
synes det at i en søgen efter løsninger på individualiseringskulturens 
problemstillinger, at al ansvar og fokus bliver pålagt individet.  
 
Summary in Estonian 
Selles projektis uurime sellist kontsepti nagu ”Life coaching”. Me uurime 
põhjusi, miks on modernses ühiskonnas tekkinud vajadus “Life Coach´i” 
järele. Me käsitleme “Life coaching´u” ajalugu ning proovime 
põhjendada selle olemasolu Taani ühiskonnas. Me tahame 
demonstreerida “Life coaching´u” tagamaid vastavalt Taani 
“Coach´i”Sofia Manningu raamatule “Det handler om at stille de rigtige 
spørgsmål.” (”Lahendus peitub õigesti esitatud küsimustes”) 
Selleks et käsitleda ”Life coaching´u” teemat, aga samas ka kriitiliseks 
jäädes, me peame arvesse võtma ühiskonna, kultuuri ja individuaali 
omadusi. Me kasutame sotsioloog Ulrich Beck´i teooriaid selleks, et 
mõista modernse ühiskonna olemust ja tagamaid. Selleks, et arutleda töö 
tähtsuse osakaalu üle tänapäeva modernses ühiskonnas, kasutame me 
Richard Senneti teooriaid ja mõtteid. Selleks, et uurida kuidas inimese 
identiteet on muutunud, kasutame me Heiner Keups´i teooriat 
”pachwork-identity” mille fookuses on tänapäeva ühiskonna mõju 
inimese identiteedile. Hiljem oma projektis kasutame ka Abraham 
Maslow kogupotensiaali teooriat, mis on vajalik selleks, et mõista 
modernse kultuuri olemust ühtlasi ka ”Life coachin´u” fenomeni. 
Arutleme ka milliseid tagajärgi ”Life coaching” toob individuaalile. 
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Kokku võttes, mitmest erinevast perspektiivist uurides, võime väita, et 
vajadus ”Life coachin´u” järele on tingitud meie tänapäeva kiirest ja 
paindlikut ühiskonnast.             
 
Summary in Lithuanian 
Šis projektas tiria sąvoką Life Coaching. Mes nagrinėjame io 
fenomeno prieastis, kadangi tai yra lyg simptomas kultūros, kurioje 
monės turi neribotą galimybę tobulėti, ir tai tapo lyg naujoji religija. 
Mes supaindiname su Life Coaching istorija ir paaikiname kodėl is 
fenomenas yra toks populiarus Danijoje. Tai mes aprašome naudodamiesi 
danų Life Coacherės Sofijos Manning knyga Coaching, Det handler om 
at stille de rigtige spørgsmål“ (Coaching, svarbiausia yra pateikti 
teisingus klausimus). Norint nagrinėti, bet tuo pačiu metu ilikti 
kritiškiems, kalbant apie Life Coaching, mes privalome pateikti 
visuomeninius, kultūrinius ir individualius kriterijus. Visų pirma, mes 
tiriame Ulrich Becko modernios visuomenės sampratą ir procesą iki ių 
dienų. Tuo pačiu mes nagrinėjame kitas, susijusias temas. Projekte mes 
taip pat naudojame Richard Senneto idėjas apie pokyčius monių darbe 
ir to pasekmes jų asmeniniam gyvenimui. Norint itirti identiteto 
pokyčius, mes remiamės Heiner Keupps teorija Patchwork Identity, 
kuri nagrinėja kaip visuomenės reikalavimas būti efektyviu ir sugebančiu 
nuolat keistis ir prisitaikyti gali įtakoti identitetą.  Vėliau mes aptariame 
teoriją Det fulde potentiale, kadangi tai yra svarbus veiksnys, norint 
suprasti modernią kultūrą ir Life Coaching fenomeną. Abraham Maslow 
idėjos apie monių savęs realizavimą ir pasekmes individui bei 
visuomenei, padeda mums nuodugniau suprasti Life Coaching, nuolat 
didėjantį jo poreikį ir galimas to prieastis. Paradoksalu, tačiau atrodo, 
kad iekant atsakymų kodėl modernios kultūros turi tiek problemų, 
atsakomybė krenta and individo pečių.   
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Group Process Description 
In the following we will attempt to describe and reflect upon the group 
dynamics, during the course of writing this project. We are a group 
consisting of seven members and we have all contributed in both the 
writing and creative process, with each our own personal qualities and 
abilities. We have all left our mark on the project, and have found the 
process to be both academically and personally developing. We have not 
experienced any major conflicts in our attempt to collaborate as a group, 
however there were some unavoidable communicative challenges along 
the way. Through the entire process of writing this project, we have found 
a great need to debate and discuss different aspects of each chapter. We 
are all strong individuals, but have kept any discussions on a strictly 
academic level. We believe that we have produced a project with many 
positive features, since every member has been able to work within their 
specific area of interest. We all started out with a common interest in the 
individualisation and the consequences here of, but in the process of 
writing, we divided the work between us to make the most of the time 
and provide everyone with the opportunity to work within their field of 
interest. We then meet twice a week, to discuss and share information on 
the content and on the progress. However, there are drawbacks to this 
way of writing a project. We have spent a lot of time on sharing 
information and pointing out important claims made in the single 
chapters. 
The last few weeks before the deadline on the 25th of May, we have meet 
more frequently in order for us to gain an overview, create connections 
and write the discussion and conclusion. This has placed a demand for 
more co-operation among us, then when we were writing the single 
chapters. 
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Throughout the process of writing this project, whether we have meet 
once or four times a week, we have been able to work together, reach 
joint compromises and create a space for both serious learning and 
relaxed fun. 
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Appendix 
 
Appendix 1: 
 
Abraham Maslow Hierarchy of Needs25 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
25 http://www.union.umd.edu/GH/basic_needs/images/maslows_hierarchy2.jpg (retrieved on 20th   
May, 2009) 
